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diers who- fled acios
the lino probably w
get a job with soma
railroad.

CITY EDITION.

court, at which 167 criminal cases,
$1,30.(3,690,407 and the state taxes for
escape (from Ojinaga early in the
all1 purposes $1,608,4147.
grew from the coal AMD-WAVA many ofare which
and were not seen by our pa
fight,
VILLA
docketed
for trial, opened
strike,
The case was based on the refusal
estimated
trol,
federals on hand 2,here this morning.
The grand jury
of Clair J. Pitcher, as assessor of Den000."
also reconvened today for the conver county, to extend on the tax rolls
I
Fight Coming at Tampico
TO
sideration of a number of cases grow
ON
the increased assessment, certified by
. .
..
mi
i
me
nospnai snip Solace
left
ing out of the strike.
the state tax commission and the state
Vera Cruz for Tampico, but Rear Ad
The case of Louis Zancanelli, charg
board of equalization. This increase
miral Fletcher has given no account
ed with the murder of Detective G.
of 40 per cent aggregated $101,000,000.
of
the movements. Fighting ia ex
W. Belcher, is among the most im
Increases of varying amounts affect
pected, however, in the Tampico dis
portant to come up. James Bicuvaris,
other counties throughout the state.
trict. The cruiser , Pittsburgh
STRIKE AGITATOR RETURNS AND a Greek, charged with the murder of LOW TEMPERATURES PREVAIL
has
THE DEFEAT OF FEDERALS AT
moved south from Mazatlan to San ARIZONA SENATOR WANTS
a
mine
Angus
and
Alexander,
guard,
THt
IS ARRESTED BY MILITARY
ALL OVER THE MIDDLE WESTOJINAGA
LEAVES
THE
Blaa.
Robert Uhlich, an oianizer of the
MICHIGAN STRIKE SITUAf
AUTHORITIES
ERN STATES
NORTH CLEAR
United Mine Workers of America and
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
TION PROBED
Carranza Goes to Cullacan
president of the Trinidad union, is al
to
be tried as an accessory. Zan WORKING
A
DEMANDS
JURY TRIAL so
TOWARD
COAST
REFUGEES
Navajoa, Sonora, Mex., Jan 12.
canelli it is said, will repudiate an
INjJNITED STATES via
Washington, fjan. 12. Senate: Met
peonage
Nogales, Jan. 12. General Venus-tian- o
at noon.
alleged confession to the military au,Carranza's
SAYS MILITIA IS SPITTING UPON
special train drew
,
,
,
..1
thorities in which he Is quoted as BY TOMORROW THE FAR EAST
ocuuiur AsuursL
introduced 'a reso THE BORDER ARMY IS CARING into this town at noon
today, after MINERS ARE SAID TO HAVE BEEf4
THE LAWS OF THE
ERN COUNTRY WILL HAVE
lution for a congressional investiga
having sworn he killed Belcher at the
FOR HUNGRY AND WOUND24 hours on the
from Cruz
journey
FORCED TO "REMAIN AT
COUNTRY
tion of the Michigan copper strike.
BEEN INCLUDED
instigation of A. B. McGary and Samde Piedra, a distance of 100 miles.
ED SOLDIERS
uel Carter, union organizers, for which
Chairman Overman of the lobby
1
WORK
The long train of freight cars, carryhe was paid ?2a in soirf and promised
committee introduced a bill to reguthe
ing
Ws
offirevolutionary chief,.
A
MINER
IS
KILLED $1,000 later. McGary and Carter are NORTHWEST
IS
EXCEPTED late lobbyists. It waa Hot a com- LITTLE
TOWNJS A WRECK cers and cavalry escort, with their OFFICEES EQUALLY GUILTY
mittee measure.
fugitives.
horses, was greeted enthusiastically
Senator Works introduced 'a bill
GUARDSMAN CLAIMS HIS RIFLE
FORTUNATELY
FOR THE SOUTHthe townspeople, who had arrang
by
INVESTIGATING
REBEL TROOPS
for a tariff commission of nine memTHE FEDERAL BUREAU REPORTS,.
ed a festival for the visitors.
.WAS DISCHARGED BY
WEST, TOO, THE STORM
FOUND
NOTHING
LEFT TO
bers.
DIRECTORS
TO
HOLD
at
As
other
THEM! AS MUCH TO BLAME A3
stops
the
ACCIDENT
along
ronte,
HEADS THE OTHER WAY
Senator Owen Introduced a bill to
APPROPRIATE
the crowds called upon the constituf
STRIKERS
regulate stock exchanges.
tionalist commander for an address,
IEIPOKTANT
SESSION
House:
Met at noon.
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. J?. "Mother"
Washington, Jan. 12. The first winPresidio, Tex., Jan. 12. Believing but General Carranza uever speaks In
Jones, a noted strike leader who was
ter weather of the new year and the
Republican Leader Mann absent the retreat of the federal
Washington, Jan. 12. Thorough Is
army from public, and one of his official family
deported from the southern Colorado
first real cold snap of the present because of a slight Illness.
vestigation of strike conditions in ttct
Ojinaga,
Mexico,
has
for
him.
spoke
completely
cial fields a week ago by the militia, OFFICERS OF THE COMMERCIAL winter was spreading generally over
.ii.-,1
iumn ui tjauiornia introduced a v.unucu
in the Calumet, Kim-co- ck
me
Huerta government Sn
Alter a side trip by coach into the copper mines
CLUB WILL MEET TOMOR,ni i -pay a. minimum,
returned to Trinidad
this morning
the country today.
and ' south range districts
wage or $ii a the north of Mexico, General Fran- rich,
ot
agricultural
country along the
ROW EVENING
from Denver.
The cold wave was central this day for every federal civil service cisco Villa today said he would
Mayo river, General Carranza's train Michigan was proposed in a resolubegin
As soon' as her presence was learntion today by Senator Ashurst of Ari
over extreme western Minne- employe.
tomorrow to move his army to Chi- will proceed to
Cullacan, capital of
There will be a meeting of the morning
Resumed debate on the District of huahua
ed by the military authorities she was
sota and advancing eastward. Very
preparatory to his campaign the state of ginaloa, where an extend zona. It would direct the senate eduarrested and taken to the San Harael board of directors of the Commercial low temperatures . prevailed every- Columbia appropriation bill.
cation and labor committee to ascer
southward.
ed visit will be made.
club tomorrow night at the club
Representative
hospital, where she is being held in
McCoy introduced
east of the Rocky Mountains,
Since all the federals wno were in
rooms which will be one of the most where
communicado.
except In the northeastern part of a bill to prohibit interlocking direct Ojinaga have fled to the United
Relations between employers ami
O'Shaughnessy Returns
"Mother" Jones slipped out of Den Important gatherings since the new the country. A reading of 30 degrees orates among banks and trust com- States General Villa said he would
so far as they relate to
employes,
Mexico
ver at midnight last night. She left officers began their terms. The en below zero was recorded at vVhite panies.
12. Nelson
City, Jan.
leave only a few sowiers on the borthe justice and reatroubles;
is urgently requested to be
tire
board
Webb
Representative
the train at the outskirts of Trinidad
introduced der near here. At Chihuahua he ex- O'Shaughnessy, American charge d'af- sonableness of a
River, Canada.
minimum
present
promptly.
wrr.j and
his
bill
to
this morning and later appeared at a
strengthen the Sherman pects to have a force of 10,000 men faires, reached the- federal capital other demands of the
The low temperatures are predicted
Among the matter's to be discussed
originstrikers;
law.
He
no
local hotel. She was arrested shortly
suffered
inconearly
today.
from which to draw in attacks on
to continue in the upper lake region,
al investments and profits of the combefore noon by a detail in charge of are the proposed exhibition building the Ohio valley and In the south,
Representative Foster introduced Zacatecas, Agus Calientas and Guad venience in consequence of the is- at the station, obtaining of a motion
a bill to reserve all radium lands to
hour wait at Orizba, while the track panies; whether employers or emlieutenant H. O. Nichols. She was
alajara.
an where frost tonight will be felt as far the.
ployes have declined arbitration;;
at
for
Las
company
picture
Vegas
;
hurried from the hotel and placed in
government.
"The defeat of the northern divis- was cleared after a freight train had whether
south as Miami, Florida. The cold
and
the
peonage ia maintained or ac
date,
projects,
early
paving
been
Elliott
common
burned. Detacsments of federal
Mayor
and (he
an automobile and whirled rapidly
ion of the federal army leaves us
cess to postoffice is prevented; whenumerous other matters of import wave is expected to, advance eastward counc'I of Sea
N
scoured
troops
the
the
streets
in
Bright,
the
with
J.,
a
espetitionthrough
country
concerned with the south," said Gencavalry
rapidly, reaching the Atlantic coast ed for
ther immigration laws have been vio
a federal breakwater to pro eral Villa. "The few
cort galloping at full speed in front ance.
of the scene of the
fed- neighborhood
by Tuesday morning.
remaining
whether persons have been
lated;
tect the city again post?! storms.
of and behind the machine. Several
eral garrisons on the west and east wreck in search' of the rebels, but
in violation of law, and
punished
hundred strikers lined the streets on
coasts will be driven out by the rebel without success.
DERELICT BROUGHT IN
whether there ia a combination in the.
Mr.
DYNAMITE
TO
TRIED
either side and cheered wildly, while
forces. Mexico City has always been
O'Shaughnessy declined to disWashington, Jan. 12 The British
cuss the nature of his conference at mining district In restrain of trand
"Mother" Jones waved her hand in
my destination."
schooner Glenafton,. abandoned and
The report cf the investigators
Vera Cruz with Joha Jand, personal
response. Crowds of excited citizens
No, Ex,ecutipn .Reported
GREAT RAIL ORIOOE burned to the main deck, was picked
ill...
t
President
"of
that gathered while the arrest was
ucj'tuiuioui vi Mor contain?-sou- i
The little village of Ojinaga is a representative
Wilson,
'
up afire in the Gulf of Mexico and
statements
not Included in the suhi
ttifcuK TiSfiPItarTeccuir bombardment
being made were dispersed by the
towed to Tampa, Florida, by the rev
mary rnade' public
CeTe1ifat!rri t' J, , ' '
wwk at P
militia without difficulty.
but General Villa has ordered it put
STRIKERS IN SOUTH AFRICA RE- enue cutter Miami, which reported
jt..
Wilson's
.
rotary
ofnV.
1 have returned
;
in
to Trinidad be
t
condition.
SORTED TO DEEDS OF
According to General
12. North
Douglab?r cent. her arrival today to Acting Command COMMERCIAL
CLUB
RECEIVES
,. Ona portion;
no
cause I have a right as a citizen to
to
conOrtega
VIOLENCfc
the
executions
have
military
eastern
referring
Sonora ',nsey,5y celebrated
ant Emery at revenue cutter head'
, SEVERAL
LETTERS EVERY
duct of the militiamen, point hi to
occurred. Only 1,000 rebels occupy the fall of
be here," said Mother Jones a mo
Ojinaga yesterday and order
It is reported that an un
DAY OF THE YEAR
quarters.
the houses, others are scattered today. At
of Ju2y 2C, 1913, by General
ment before her arrest. "I have vio
Kimberiy, Union of South Africa, known merchantman, finding the
Agua Prteta, whose forover the country on foraging expe- mer
which stated that "not more-thaAbbey,
lated no law and even had I done so Jan. 12. A desperate attempt was
Elias
mayor,
Calles, led the first
Glenafton a derelict, set her afire.
That Las Vegas is widely known ditions.
one man of any company, froo;
About 3,000 have already warlike movement of the
there are civil courts and civil offi made today to wreck with dynamite
represent
all over the country is ghawn each been sent
or battery may be excused nt tin
cers competent to pass judgment on the great railroad bridge at Fourteen
to Chihuahua,
bellion, threw as much gaiety Sunday
by the numerous letters received
Major McNamee having received day. Bands played, the constitution- same time."
my charge. I recognize no military Streams, about 14 miles north of here IARRY THAW El I0IBLE
by the secretary of the Commercial orders from
Brigadier ueneral Bliss alist garrison paraded and there was
The soldiers were not. kept under
despotism such as exists here, and on the border of the Transvaal. The
club, inquiring concerning the city, at San
Antonio to remove to the near- dancing and
constitutional courts shall not be rails were torn up by the explosion,
proper
of
salutes.
discipline," says the text of the
firing
TO DE GIVEN BAH the climate, natural resources and est railroad station all the federal sol
stabbed and spat upon by military and portions of the approach were
Other
"General Abbey himself adtowns
Sonora
report.
to
the
north
agriculture.
Secretary Leo Tipton diers and civilians now
being held In west did not hear the news until to- mitted that this order was not endespots. If I have done wrong I claim damaged, but the bridge itself withreceives on the average about, two or
Presidio, the crowd of more than,
the right of trial by jury."
stood the shock. Had the attempt
The result was that crowds
day, and promptly began celebrations. forced.
three letters daily from all parts of
"You're after, me again are you?" succeeded, main line communication THIS IS THE REPORT OF THE the United
refugees and soldiers will probof privates were daily seen on tba
States.
COMMISSION WHICH
ably march soon for Marfa, Tex., 67
streets. .They visited saloons,
queried "Mother" Jones when the would, have been cut between Cape
Madero Ranch Damaged
and
The letters are answered promptly, miles
HIM
over a mountain road. All the
detail
Town
northern
and
of them became intoxicated anJ
cities, including
military
appeared.
many
and as a result many people have
El
12.
Tex.,
Paso,
Jan.
En
San
refugees are soon to be put to work
"Yes," replied Lieutenant Nichols, Johannesburg, Pretoria and
many of them carried revolvers, ana
visited and located in this city. The
their camps. Among the rique hacienda, property of the widow while they were in an intoxicated coiv
Concord, N. H., Jan. 12. Harry K.
preparing
"the orders are to take yoy, to the
fact that Las Vegas, New Mexico, wounded in the Red
Cross hospital is of the late President Madero, of Mex- dition.
Thaw, elated by the report of the
Drastic Defense Planned
hospital."
has the most wonderful climate and William
rehis
court
commission
Steinhouse
that
of
.Fresno, Cal., a ico, has been destroyed by Huerta
Pretoria, Union of South Africa, federal
"Why a hospital?" demanded the
natural resources In the entirej south"Considering the number of men
not
would
was wound troops in the state of Coahuila, acwho
American
bail
on
pub
lease
endager
of
12.
The
"I'm
Jan.
dynamiters
prisoner,
shooting
involved in the strike," says the rc-o-rt,
nott.8,ick,t,,.Tay,vAon't
west Is becoming known all oyer the ed in
to
ofannouncement
of
rebel
cording
arm
hia
while
niar-tiain
the
apart
l'1
lic safety, remained
fighting with
at sight is to be a feature of the
you take me to.jaii?"
''the length of time the struggle,
country, and as a result ihe.town is Villa's army. His
In Juarez today.
"I'm simply obeying orders," replied
injuries are not ficers
law to be proclaimed tomorrow ments at a local hotel today, receiv
was "contfnnsd'-an.
the bitterness
growing.
declare
the
were
all
They
serious.
and
buildings
the officer while he directed the sol- throuighcfufi the Transvaal and the ing messages of congratualtlon
caused! by dr&klng soldiers and Wad-de- ll
and
burned
cattle
the
and
domestic
the
within
visits
of
series
a
diers to gather up "Mother" Jones' Orange Free State. The proclam- plannvig
men to the district, the strikf
animals destroyed.
id baggage.
Refugees Under Guard
ation will be of a most drastic char state in the event that Federal Judge WASHINGTON'S FAULTS
waa remarkably peaceable.
"
Mi" "That's risrht hovs." was the renlv. acter.
Washington, Jan. 12. Disposition
Aldrlch allows him his freedom under
..
,
were
killed
two
strikthe
of
persons
'
of the 2,000 defeated Mexican federal
The government will attempt to bonds.
"always obey orders end the laws.
ers, who were wantonly shot down by
ARE AIRED IN COURT troops and refugees' who fled to Pre
The next move in the case willbe
resume the full service on trains on
I'll go with you."
men and deputies ar Paines-villWaddell
GOVERNMENT
PREPARED
sidio, Tex., from Ojinaga will be enIn the lobby of the hotel "Mother" all railroads tomorrow. In order to the filing by ;Tliw's counsel of a pea deputy and striker who
and
in
the
hands of Brigadier Gentirely
Jones made a short spoech while wait safeguard crews and passengers, reg- tition asking, that the amount of bail
killed each other near Horontown.
ENOF
HIS
FATHER
COUNTRY
eral
Tasker
II.
the
on
Bliss,;
a
commanding
E08 THE PROSECUTION "The leaders the Western Fede
ing for the automoblio to arrive. She ulations usually imposed omy during be fixed and a date for hearing
JOYED SEEING. COCK FIGHTS,
pf
American border forces. The war
appeared highlay amused at the en- a stage of siege are to be introduced. the question will be set by the court.
IT IS DECLARED
ration of Miners, in hargo of the
department so announced today.
tire proceedings and laughed and jokGarrison said there MOUNDAY CASE IS CALLED WITH strike, repeatedly warned the strikers
Secretary
ed with her custodians while bfiiug taStrike is Spreading
Los Angeles, Jan. 12 George Wash- would be no change In the policy toagainst carrying firearms and using
LOSE IN
FEDERAL ATTORNEYS PREken away,
Cape Town, Union of South Africa, TAXPAYERS
and very few were arrestfor
cock
wards
ington's
fightalleged
intoxicants,
the
fact
liking
in
ranks
Mexicans,
PARED
the
despite
break
ACTION
FOR
"I just wanted to see If they'd do Jan. 12. The first
ed for these offenses. Undoubtedly
and the participation of various that the feeding and care of so great
ing
railroad
was
employes
statement
to
the
of
her
the
it,"
parting
SUIT gentlemen here and in Great Britain a number will he a problem. The Kansas
A
crowd.
in Cape Colony occurred today at Salt
City, Jan. 12. Extensive many men that faarted to go' back to
in the sport of boxing were brought prisoners will be detained under preparations were made by United work wore, intimidated
and some
from
miles
two
Cape
of
about
John
Killing
German, employed River,
to the attention of the superior guard. General Bliss' report contain- States officials for the trial of Bern abused and beaten. On the oti.er
by thei Colorado Fuel & Iron company, Town. Half of the men employed in SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS RAIS- today
court jury which is trying Jess ed this summary of the border situ- A. MounDay and his wife, Mrs. L. D. hand, the deputy phorifrs and
the Colorado Fuel anu Iron company, the railroad shops ceased work. They
ES MADE BY THE BOARD OF
Willard, the' pugilist, on a charge of ation from Major McNamee:
men acted vith great brutality
W. MounDay, that began in the. fedat the Cameron mine last night by formed a procession and marched in
EQUALIZATION
The
was
which
"Still
to
case,
prize
obtain
the
fighting.
toward
the strikers, ami in many caseral
court
Kansas
In
impossible
to
hold
to
City,
Private Robert. Obley of Company T the direction of Cape Town,
the outcome of the deatli of John number o federals here. I am or- day. The MounDays are Ka.,
es beat men and wouton with 'clnos
On the way they
Second regiment, Colorado National a mass meeting.
charged
Denver, Oolo., Jan:' 12. The legality Young in a bout with Willard August
and with having misused the mils in con- and night slicks.
ganizing them into companies
Guard, was accidental, according to made an unsuccessful attempt to in- of the state tax commission and its
22, may go to the jury late today.
exact
will
I
the
nection with ajand project near Las
"In many cases it would bo Imposregiments.
report
motormen
and
car
Btreet
Issued
statement
a
thla morning by duce the
recommended increaso of more than
Joseph Ford, deputy district at- number as soon as known. On ac- Vegas, New; Mexico.
sible to determine who was the agthe Colorado Fuel and Iron compalny. conductors to join them.
in the assessed valuation torney,
$300,000,000
argued, that Washington's count of the great distance from the
Nearly a hundred witnesses are gressor. The real facts could bo deNo official statement has been given
of Colorado property was upheld topartiality for the sport of the cock railroad and the great difficulty in present for the trfal. anions whom termined only by a court with power
TVEITMOE CASE POSTPONED
out by the military authorities here,
day in a decision handed down by the pit did not render cock fighting any securing supplies, together with the is T. B.
Catron, United States, sena- to subpoena witnesses, and even 1hea
Loa Angeles, Calif., Jan. 12. Per- state
and General Chase is In Denver. Gersupreme court. The court etood the less illegal today. This angle was fact that they are in immediate vi- tor from New
Mexico, and men inter- there would doubtless be miBcarriaf.est
resulted
which
side
man, it is said, was lying at the
functory proceedings,
four In favor and three against.
taken by the prosecutor to counter- cinity of their enemy, it is recom- ested in lands in that state. Persons of justice. The only conclusion t!iat
of the road near where Obley was on in postponement for the present term
The decision held that the state tax act the argument of counsel for Wil- mended that all
prisoners be forward- from a dozen states who are said to one can reach is that some of the
sentry duty. The soldier prodded of the district court, marked the call- coniission is advisory to the state lard that from the time of the Mared to Marfa for movement to such have bought land as the result of Uuice was cansr-d by the strikers a.- -;
German with his bayonet in .efforts ing today of the case of Olaf Tveit-mo-e board of equalization, which is a
of Queensbury, who revived the place as may be designated. A great letters sent out by MounDay are ex- fofr some of it
to get. him to rise and go on, when
peace filecrs wore reand other labor leaders, accused constitutionalist body. The majority quis
old London prize ring rules, number of the federals' horses are
brutal
pected to testify.
sponsible.
his rifle was discharged. Obley will of conspiracy to transport dynamite. opinion was signed by Chief Justice
down to the present time, gentlemen here; I am purchasing supplies nec"One' of th wxnt rm.trI:a&J t- MounDay and his wife were indictbe tried by court martial. Coroner In company with thooe of Anton
Musser and Associate Justices White, liked boxing while they abhorred
essary
immediately.
in
ed
r
Leavenwonh
a
J
r
A.
Clanli
E.
t!
and
t? (f t! I llii' U1. f
'i,
J. E. Munsey
Chapman of Walsenburg has taken
Bailey and Scott. A dissenting opin- prize fighting. The analogy was that
"General Mercado has furnished raid had been n
1 ru
t
' t -- ' f V e t i '
i '
charge of the body of the miner and cy, the Los Angeles cases will not be ion was handed down by Justices
gentlemen attended the Wiliard-Youncertificates in case of General
in Topoka by "OMnrfrn i,
i' (.ft'1
will hold an inquest.
cases
from
the
noai
until
resulting
pressed
Gnhbert, Hill and Garrigues.
contest, and that they believI have liberated him. Generals
seized
i' r X h p '
Court to Try Strike Cases
comparJea Nvaa injnrrd ly s'nk-T,similar indictments in Indianapolis
Under the decision, the declared ed it was a boxing snitch, not a prize S.ilazar and Orozeo, with a few fol- been
returned to them bv
l
rf
f 't pp r e '
The January term of the district are disposed of.
full cash valuation of the state is fight.
lowers, apparently have made their Federal Judge 1'oilocK.
to mi urn propertv.1'
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

JANUARY

MONDAY,

12,

1914.

Ana county, which it is alleged have
been out of the assessor's office since
fl
December 22, held, as one of the
clerks expressed it, "under a mechanic's lifin," were returned to the
court
house today, after promise had
A Man of Silence
Pari, Jan. 12. Parisian dancing
been
made by officials that salary
200
12.
Jan.
Jules Sauzede, depParis,
roasters are now teaching
steps
matters would be adjusted, says the
of thet tango, and many of the more uty for Carcassone, who died recently,
Las Cruces Republican. It is claimed
difficult steps are being tried at the was noted in Paris as the most silent
that the clerks in the assessor's ofmember
the
of
chamber
of
resorts.
deupties.
publto
fice had not been paid for some time
numerbeAfternoon tea dances are
During the sixteen years that he
We are showing an excellent variety of new
and all colors in
and
that the books were taken from
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
HIS
GIVES
to
restaurants
ever
he
the
had
the
longed
assembly
ous, and in
evenings
some
the
6ince,
assessor's
office
days
OPINION
IN
new
of
line
SILVER CITY
which, allow the tango are crowded ascended the tribune once, and had
Ginghams. Zephyrs of nice, fine texture in every desirto be kept until the dlnero was forthBANK CASE
with dancers. American dance tunes, been known to make only one interable
color
and
serviceable and
color, 27 inches wide
coming. It is understood that memsome of them of not very recent ruption. One day there were very
commisSanta Fe, Jan. 12. An opinion of bers of the board of county
121-2- c
origin, are played to a considerable few members in the chamber, and
to the
extent. One song containing the attention was called to the fact that vast importance to the. banking in- sioners agreed to advance
there was an insufficient number to terests of the state has been render- clerks to the office the wages said to
strains of Dixie Is often heard.
one
and
continue the discussion. M. Sauzede ed to the state corporation commis- be due, and with tats agreement the
the
step,
Occasionally
for
"fish" walk, and of course the walti rose, counted those present, and re- sion, by the attorney general's office books which had been in hiding
in the assessome
In
a
time,
"
reappeared
the
"Thirty-two.was
question
two-steIt
brought
marked
up
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A Remedy That Has Shown
a Most Remarkable
Purifying Effect.

"volunteer army bill," already passed
by the house; the Hay bill to create
a new aviation division of the army;
the Padgett bill to pur. the naval militia on a war footing; the Hobson
bill for a counsel of national defense;
and the general administration
proaddition to
gram for a
the navy.
Passage of the annua) appropria0
tion bills, carrying more than
for support of the government, and containing many Items of
general legislation that must be fought
over in house and senate. Aside from those general subjects,
congress will take up early in the ses
sion the settlement or labor problems
of
importance. Members
of both houses have announced their
plans to call for federal Investigation
of the strike in the Calumet copper
mining region and the forcible removal from Michigan of Charles H.
president of the Western Federation of Miners. While many house
leaders oppose the undertaking of a
special investigation, it is expected
the senate may be more disposed to
authorize an investigation similar to
that which it conducted last summer
into the coal strike 1n West Virginia.
Government ownership of railroads,
as proposed in the Alaskan railway
bills, will be forced upon the attention of members of both sides as soon
as they take up work. In each
branch, a bill to autnorize the government to build railroads , In the
northern territory has received the
endorsement of a committee, and has
been placed before congress as "unfinished business," where it must be
taken up without delay. While the
principle of government ownership,
even as applied to Alaskan roads, has
many opponents among the leaders of
both houses, some leaders expected
that a bill authorizing the proposed
development will be passed after a
short debate.
$1,000,-000,00-

TRUST LEGISLATION,

NATIONAL

DEFENSE, RURAL CREDITS
AND APPROPRIATIONS

Washington, Jan, 12. Congress got
hack to work again today after a
holiday play spell. In the house,
promptly at noon Speaker Clark drop- ped his gavel, and a similar scene
was enacted in the senate with Vice
President Marshall In the chair. Fresh
from a vacation which followed nine
months of tariff and currency, mem-ber- s
of both houses returned refreshed and ready for work at a new point
in the democratic ladministration.
For the first time since President
Wilson ordered the special session
last April, congress was without the
overshadowing influence of any single dominant issue such as tariff or
currency reform, to he fought out to
the exclusion of other business.
As a result, the work, of the next
few months In national legislative
halls is expected to cover a wide range
of subjects. Anti-trulegislation remains as an important factor in President Wilson's legislative program,
that must be considered by congress,
but it will not displace other important legislation, as did the bills for
tariff and currency revisions.
Four general subjects will embrace
much of the work of senate and house
during the coming months. They
are:
Control of trusts and monopolies,
Including legislation to prevent cold
storage manipulation, unfair price

Ml

At

Ma?

"

of Blood Trouble
lrt Too Can Get Rid
8.
S.

S.

The word Medicine Is one of the most
abused
In our language.
There are
certain medicinal properties Just as necessary to health as the food wo eat Take,
n
medicine S.
for example, the
8. 8.
Thia famous blood purifier contains
medicinal components Just as vital and essential to healthy blood as the elements of
wheat, roast beef, the fats and the sugars
that make up our daily ration.
As a matter of fact, there Is one ingredient In S. S. S. which serves the
active purpose of stimulating each cellular
part of the body to the healthy and Judicious selection of Its own essential nutriment. That Is why It regenerates the blood
supply; why It has such a tremendous Influence In overcoming Rheumatism, Catarrh
of the Stomach and Intestines, skin eruptions and ail blood troubles.
Get a bottle of 8. 8. S. at any drug
store, and In a few days you will not
only feel bright and energetic, but you will
be the picture of new life. 8. S. 8. Is prepared only In the laboratory of The Swift
Specific Co., 219 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.,
who maintain a very efficient medical department where ail who have any blood
disorder of a stubborn nature may consult
freely.
8. 8. 8. Is sold everywhere by drug stores,
department and general stores.
Don't permit anyone to sell you a substitute. Insist upon 8. 8. S.

cutting, and other abuses directly affecting retail business.
Rural credits, and other legislation
directly affecting farmers and land
owners, such as good road improvement and federal aid to vocational
and agricultural education.
Strengthening of tne national defense, through measures Buch as the

Mo-ye- r,

MONDAY, JANUARY

President Wilson's influence is
strongly behind the plan for a system
of rural banks and credit associa
tions; and that project is expected
to vie with trust questions, in the
attention that will be given to It by
the administration. The report of
the rural credit commission which
toured Europe last year, has been
carefully gone over by the president
and when legislates is taken up it
probably will be aiong concerted
lines, such as characterized action on
the general currency bill.
With the prospects of a hard congressional campaign hext summer and
fall, the democratic forces are anxious to add the rural credit laws, and
several effective trust statutes, to the
record of legislation with which they
can go before the voters. From the
outset of work leaders in both houses
will attempt to guide legislation so
that appropriation bills can be com
pleted early in the spring, and other
important measures disposed of in
time to permit an early adjournment,
"sea
Opposition lo the
man's bill" regulating the labor of
sailors, has become so prononunced In
tht house that a hard fight promises
to face that measure before It can be
passed. The bill passed the senate
last fall and an effort will too made
to bring it up In the house for ac
tion at an early date.
Woman's suffrage will also give
both branches of congress a busy
time. Advocates of a constitutional
amendment permitting women to vote
have massed their forces in Washington, and are preparing for a concert
ed attack on senate and house, aided
by many senators ana representatives
who favor general suffrage and who
will advocate some positive action by
congress endorsing it.
The scope of trust legislation prob
ably will not be fully outlined for sev.
eral weeks; Recent developments in
financial and commercial circles have
d

1914.

12,

t;

convinced leaders In both houses that
effective legislation to correct alleged abuses can be passed without seriously disturbing business conditions.
The president and his legal advisers
will collaborate with the committees
of senate and house on effective bills
that will reach some of the more important phases of the trust problem
without requiring a revolution of corporation methods.
Congress has taken up the problems
of national defense with unusual activity since December 1. The imminence of a crisis in this country's relations with Mexico nas made more
apparent the weakness of the military system of the country; and important steps have already been made
toward strengthening the power of the
president and the executive branches
of the government, to cope with sudden emergencies.
The volunteer army bill, which, pas
sed the house and is favorably regarded in the senate, would provide1
effective machinery for the raising of
volunteer forces in any emergency.
The Hay aviation bill, which has the
endorsement of the house military affairs committee, and of the war de
partment, would create an aviation
branch of the army capable of handling at least 24 aeroplanes, and of
training efficient forces of air fight
ers. These and other bills will be
given unusual prominence during the
balance of this session of congress.
Diplomatic relations with Nicara
gua and other Central American countries may give further trouble to the
senate. The first Nlearaguan treaty
outlined fey Secretary Bryan did not
meet with the approval of the senate
committee on foreign relations,1 be
cause of the protectorate
it would
have established over the southern
republic. The project is to be taken
up again during the coming months;
and it Is expected that a general policy toward Central American coun
tries will be outlined by the senate,
and Secretary
President
Wilson
Bryan.
"
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ACH MISERY, INDIGESTION
IN 5 MINUTES

If what you just ate is souring on
your stomach or lies UKe a lump of
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
gas and eructate sour, undigested
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste
in mouth and stomach headache, you
can get blessed relief in five minutes.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
the formula, plainly printed on these
fifty-cen- t
cases of Pape's Diapepsln,
then you will understand why dys
peptic troubles of all kinds must go,
and why they relieve sour,
stomachs or indigestion In five min
utes. "Pape's Diapepsln" is harmless
tastes like candy,, though each dose
will digest and prepare for assimila
tion Into the blood all the food you
eat; besides, it makes you go to the
table with a healthy appetite; but.
what will please you most, is that you
will feel that your stomach and Intestines are clean and fresh, and you will
not need to resort to laxatives or liver
pills for biliousness or constipation.
This city will have many "Pape's
Diapepsln" cranks, as some people
will call them, but you will be enthusiastic about this splendid stomach
preparation, too, If you ever take it
for Indigestion, gases, heartburn, sourness, dyspepsia, or any stomach misery.
Get some now, this minute, and rid
yourself of stomach troubla and Indi
gestion In five minutes. Adv.

DECEMBER VMS A
COLD AND

INTO
NEW MEXICO EXPERIENCED
ALSO AN UNUSUALLY HEAVY

PRECIPITATION
Santa Fe, Jan. 121. The month of
December, 1913, averaged much be
low the normal in temperature, and
much above in precipitation.
The
latter, in fact, averaged practically
twice the normal amount, and the
greatest of record for December, with
the single exception of December,
1906, when the average for the state
was 1.71 inches.
The deficiency in temperature was
general, with the exception of small
areas in the lower Rio Grande valThe northern
ley and southwest.
border counties Rio Arriba, Taos,
Colfax, and parts of Mora, San Miguel and western Union, had, however, much the greatest deficiency,
averaging from 4 degrees to 14 degrees a day below the normal, and
giving a severe month, with deep
snow and steady cold.
The excess in precipitation
was
also general, although greatest in the
northeast counties, along the northern border and over most of the
southern mountain districts, where it
averaged from one to two1 inches.
Rather light precipitation occurred in
parts of Eddy and Chaves counties,
also in western Valencia and Socor
ro but as a rule even there the
amounts were In excess of the nor
mal.
The snowfall of the month was
unusually heavy, especially over the
northern and central counties and
the southern mountain districts. Only
extreme southern valleys were without snowfall, and in the northern dis
tricts and mountain areas great depth
occurred, much of rfhich' remained at
the close of the month, owing to the
steady cold weather. The fall thus
far for the season has been almost
twice the normal amount, giving a
large amount of soil moisture, and
good stored depth over the mountain
ranges.
Snushine averaged much below the
December normal;
there were 16
clear days, 8 partly cloudy and 7
cloudy. At Santa Fe there was but
64 per cent of the total possible sunshine, and at Roswell only 54 per
cent. The relative humidity was cor
respondingly high; at the Agricultur
al College it averaged 60 per cent;
at Fort Stanton, 69 per cent; at Roswell, 67 per cent, and at Santa Fe,
73 per cent. Winds 'were moderate
to light and. prevailing westerly. At
the Agricultural College 5,358 miles
were recorded ; highest velocity 36
miles per hour; at Roswell, 4,847,
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miles per hour.

Temperature
The mean temperature for tb
state, as determined from the records- of 36 stations having a meua
altitude of about 5,000-feetwas 29.5
degrees, or about 4.1 degrees below
the normal for the month, and .1 degree above the mean of December,
1912. The highest recorded
mean.
was 44.9 degrees at Deming, and tha
lowest 10.3 degrees at Vlrsylvia,
northern Taos county. The highest
recorded temperature was 70 degree
at Deming on the 3rd, 12tb, 15th and
30th; the lowest recorded temperature 22 below zero at Dulce on the
20th, at Elizabethtown on the 21s6
and 22nd and at Tres piedras on
The greatest local monthly
range of temperature was 74 degrees
at Stanlay, and the least, 35 degrees
at Glorieta ranch, in the foothills ofl
Socorro county, while the greatest
local daily range of temperature was
58 degrees at Elizabethtown on ttta
2nd of the month. A temperature of
21 degrees below zero was recorded
at Virsylvia on the 22nd, and of 2t
below zero at Bluewater on the 22nd,
and at Red River on the 20th. The,
districts for the month were as follows: District No. 7 (Canadian and
northeast), 20.9 degrees; No. 3 (Pe
cos and Rio Grande), 29.3 degrees;.
No. 9 (western), 25.1 degrees.
Preclpitaticjn
The average for the state, .as da- -'
s,
termined from the records of 145
was 1.57 Inches, or .71 inch be-- ,
low the normal for December, and
1.04 Bnhes abotfe December, 1912.
The greatest monthly amount wa
4.40 inches at the Rea ranch in western Torrance county in the Manzano
mountains. The least monthly amount
was .15 inch near Lakewood, Eddy
couty. The greatest Sn any 24 hours
was 2 inches at Bateman's ranch, in
central Rio Arriba county, on tha
4th. The average snowfall was 13.7
Inches, a total average fall for the
state thus far this season of 17-Inches. There was an average off"
five days with .01 inch or more precipitation. The district averages wera
as follows:' No. 7, 1.97 inches; No. 8.
1.44 inches; No. 9, 1.29 Inches.
CHARLES E. LINNET,
Section Director.
the-22n-
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To Cure a Cold In One Day
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE!
Tablets. Druggists refund money" if
It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
is on each box. 25c.

sis-natu- re

CONGRESS RESUMES. WORK
Washington, Jan. 12. r.oib houses
of congress reassembled at noon today after a recess for the Christmas
, which
began Decanter '. 4.
a;

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
This remedy has no superior for
coughs and colds. It Is pleasant .to
take. It contains no opium or other
narcotic. It always cures. For sa;a
by all dealers. Adv.
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Test the merit of electric
light by wiring your house
NOW. There is no time like

the

present.
-

The
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Electricity-convenie-
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when one discovers' what comfort,
what sir of good taste and even lux-ur- y
is afforded by electric light at so
little cost. Its adaptability permits
the location of lamps or fixures
where an abundance of light is most
needed, yet preserving the restful-nes- s
of shadow. The result is economy of light with a comfort and
effectiveness afforded by no other
illuminate.

Each year the month of January
numbers Its list of victims from In
fluenza, la grippe, bronchitis and
pneumonia. The prompt use of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound will
check the onset of a cold and stop a
cough, preventing the development to
more serious conditions. Keep it on
hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Best Cough Medicine for Children
"I am very glad to say a few words
' nraise of
Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy," writes Mrs. Lida Dewey,
Milwaukee. Wis. "I have used it for
years both for my children and my-self and It never fails to relieve ana
cure b rnnerh nr cold. No familv with
children should he without it as V
ives almost immediate relief in case?
nf nronn." nhamborlain's Cwb Rprtie
fiir is pleasant and safe tn ta''f, whi-in of ereat Importance when a mini'
must be pIvpt) to yonnsr children
For sale bj all dealers. Adv.
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INTERNATIONAL POULTRY SHOW
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 12. The sev
enth! annual International show of

I

Fe
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The "Mischief Quartette" and It's

the Buffalo Poultry, Pigeon and Pet
in the
Stacflc association opened
Broadway auditorium today and will
continue until Saturday. Exhibits
from many parts of the United States
and Canada are included In the display.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

says between Ventura and Santa Barbara,
California, shortening the Los Angeles-Francisco route about eight
It was for this reason that Decatur, San
111., through its chamber of commerce,
miles and saving many steep, dangerESTABLISHED 1379.
determined to do wverything in its ous turns over the mountain through
power to make the locomotive shop- the Casitaa passes. The funds for this
men employed by the Wabash rail- work were raised principally through
Published by
Club of Southern
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
road like their new place of resi- the Automobile
dence when the road moved its ma- California and the causeway was con(Incorporated.)
chinery from the old shops in Spring- structed for use by motorists pendfield to the new piant In Decatur, ing the completion of a permanent
...Editor. one of
tX M. PADGETT..
routo by the state.'
the largest of its kind in the
church and lodge

DAILY OPTIC

ftf filiations,

Tho Survey.

sea-lev-

world.

When tliey learned that they were Gave Up Church to Sleep Late Sunday
In the February Woman's Home
Comanion, Bruce Barton writes an Inarticle entitled
tensely interesting
Entered at the postotflce at East
Women
do not go to
"Why
Fifty
n
gjaa Vegas, New Mexico, for
Church." Mr. Barton wrote to severP'Ates
United
the
through
al, hundred representative women Hyfpnila as second class matter.
ing in widely different localities, asking for a frank expression of opinTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ion. The letters he received in reply
Dally, by Carrier
form the basis of two articles, the
$ .i'5
Far Copy
first of which is the one referred to
.15
t3se Week
above.
The second which is to ap.65
C5S9 Month
pear later Is called "Why Fifty Wom7.50
Pas rear
en do go to Church."
Daily, by Mail
One of the letters published is from
$6.00
Use year (In advance).
a woman named Mrs. White, who,
IZix Months (In advance)
- 8.00
with her husband, William, used to
7.50
One Year (In arrears)
live on a farm and go to church In
M.
John
its
secretary,
Through
3.75
tSls Months (In arrears)
Byrne, the chamber compiled a list the nearest town a town of 4,500
of boarding houses, secured the names population. Recently her husband gave
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of the shopmen who were coming and up life on the farm and bought a
GROWER
encouraged real estate men to write hardware store Jn JUv town. Since
$2.00 them with' a
Cae Tear
viey to finding out their then the church belA, haverung in
: ""
. 1.00 needs.
Hi Months
vain, so far as the Whites are concern- and following is Mrs. White's ex
ed,
advance
On the morning the
guard
:
their
some
In
the
of
planation
Mall
newcomers,
for
bringing
Advance
(Cash
'We meant to continue as regular
wives and children, were due to arSubscriptions)
K emit by check, draft or money rive, the chamber ot commerce offi- attendants at the M. E, church, but
wta'er. If sent otherwise we will not cials, accompanied' by,, '30 citzens, town life is different from our old
m responsible for loss1
iciih with his automobile, met the life on tho farm. There wo were hun
Specimen copies free oa application. train, escorted the shopmen to the gry for society and welcomed the op
waiting machines and took them on a portunity that the Sunday morning
e
ride over the principal streets service gave; there, too, our time was
AT
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
and
largely our own. Now Sunday morn
through
EXPIRATION OF TIME
end
of the ride any lingering ing is the only time we can sleep.
At the
PAID FOR
of
prejudice and hostility had My husband is in the store all day
feeling
been removed and shopmen shook and until late Saturday night, and it
Advertisers are . guaranteed the hands with their hosts. The news is really a pleasure to sit down at
E,s.'gest dally and weekly circulation traveled back to Springfield with the hotue and not have to hurry. Then
vt any newspaper In northern New
result that shopmen who had been too iwhen evening coimfs we have the
Mexico.
planning to'' go elsewhere decided to excuse that it is our onlyevenlng at
remain with the Wabash and make home together. There are things I'd
like to see done differently in the
Decatur their home.
TELEPHONES
I ....... . Main 2
It required little effort for a city churches, but our difficulty is not lack
business Office
and energy.
tNews Department
Main 8 to show itself human as well as en of faith, but lack of time
in Mrs.
hard
old
habit
dies
"The
V
terprising.
a twinge of
0
White; She still is
MONDAY, JANUARY 12, 1914.
conscience at every stroke of the
Sunday morning bell; she is careful
not to le seen at the window while
CURRENT MAGAZINES
r:i X.fC FOIC CU1KF JUSTICli
the church procession is wending its
4
halting way past her house, lest the
f
an
Is
Ifiat
interesting rumor, and
other members of the Clio club, of
The
Evolution
of Good Roads
one which a great many people would
which she is secretary, should see her
in
(Robert
Bruce,
iii.o io see veri&ed, which emanates
Leslie's)
clothes, resting, and
In
the early days of our country, in week-daijom Pass Christian via New Haven
should criticize. But it came to be a
and
settlement
fol
emigration
to the effect that president Wilson
usually
with her Between William
may appoint
Taft to the lowed the waterways, particularly the question
of
between the
and
the
church,
Merrimack,
Connecticut,
chief justiceship of the supremo
Mohawk,
with him and the children, and
rest
Delaware,
Potomac
and
in
Susquehanna,
the
evont
an
court,
of expected
broken into three useless parts
That the appointment would James always at a great loss of time a day
two church services. She chose
by
and
or
even
dis
of
doubling
be eminently fitting goes without say-'itrebling
tance. As soon, ho over, asperman- William and tha rest and there are
.J,roads began to be made distanc two seats 1n the M. 15. cnurch which
it la an open secret that Judge ent
occupied again,
'Tat as ho was generally titled be- es were greatly shortened and th probably will notat be
time or
Christmas
except
perhaps
time
required for a journey, and es
fore he became secretary of war, and
Easter."
was
a
for
pecially
later president has harbored for
military operation,
many years the laudable ambition to wonderfully lessened. General Brad'
round out his career of public service dock's expedition asaiust Fort Du- SCRAPS FROM EVERYWHERE
as a member of tho supreme court, quesno failed more from the exhaust
There are more jewels in New York
tor which exalted position all his ing necessity of cutting its way than in any other city.
iastes and talents fit him. He volun- through the primeval wilderness from
Over 22,000 people wecr killed by
tarily sacrificed one opportunity to Fort Cumberland to Turtle Creek, sna'ltes in India In 1912.
.go on the supreme bench when ho and the dificulty of bringing up an
Chicagoans mailed over half a mil
accepted a commission as governor adequate support, that from attacks lion parcel post packages the day beand fore Christmas.
general of tho Philippines, and it is upon it by the French forces
a matter of common' knowledge that their Indian allies. And when after The mineral output of California for
fae would have preferred appointment Braddoek's
tragic death, in the the year just ended is estimated at
o this judicial position to his elec- course of his disastrous retreat, the $05,000,000.
tion as president.
command ' deVoWcd
Three pounds of grapes are used iu
upon George
statesman
and a AVashington, that young Virginian of- the manufacture of one quart bottles
Judge Taft is a
jurist. He Is not a politician, never ficer was forced by the slow progress of champagne.
roads
nade over the rough, newly-cu- t
was, never wanted to be uil;'-r- f
During the year 1912 Massachusetts
course, never will be. As president to pitch camp at Fort Necessity, in factories turned out goods to the valfie made many
"mistakes," southwestern Pennsylvania, the sceue ue of $1,596,734,445.
From 1S00 pounds to 2500 pounds
lue to his Suability to subordinate of his first and only, surrender.
ex
to
bitter
of
Is
was
this
It
an elephants burden; that of a
merit
the
and
exigencies
undoubtedly
Iuy
pr&tlcal politics. He alienated party lcrience that gave Washington an in- - horse from 200 pounds to 250 pounds.
An experiment station for the study
.supporters when he might have right into, the need of the new coun
strengthened his political "fences." try for Improved roads, a subject of flax cultivation and manufacture
In his appointments to the supreme which he discussed with vigor soon was organized recently in Moscow.
Adis Ababa, the little known capital
bench, which was reconstructed dur- afterward in correspondence wtth
ing his term of office, he went farther Generf.l Forbes, who succeeded in tak city of Abyssinia, has a population
than many of his most loyal friends ing Fort Duquesue only after cutting estimated at upwards of 50,000 inhabi
liked to see him go In an effort to a shorter way from Carlisle tVoutrh tants.
A wireless apparatus has been de
yob those appointments of a political Bedford and across the Alleghany
complexion. He displayed the most Mountains. signed for use on ships' lifeboats at
and it i Ana nf th jwntcst factors In the sea. It has a range up to 80 miles,
troad minded
would be, a graceful ueognition , of mui;uJ campaign Tor better roads If and tho aerial is carried by a kite.
tlifs faet It President Wtuwa, In the Uif' voluntary work feeing done, cape.'
Iodin, which in the last few years
event of ' n opportunity to dK so, clu'iiy in' the far west. Of course the has gained recognition as one of the
should rise above ;oliUcs and appoint greatest single examole of this Is the most valuable adjuncts la medicine
Mr. Taft to th highest judicial office prospective Lincoln ' highway from and surgery, was discovered- - just 100
In the republic. A3 he Is In the very New York to San Francisco, which years ago.
Montana's estimated production of
prime of his mental powers, many the automobile and allied industries
years of able and honorable service have undertaken to butld, and toward ore since miuing became an industry
Knight reasonably be expected. The v.hich over $5,000,000 have already iii the state, in 1SG2, Is estimated .at
' '.;:p(-c- t is one of those idealistic been subscribed. In the territory nearly one and three quarters bilwhich sometimes comes west of the Mississippi river, which lions of dollars.
about, but which belong very close has no such sources of revenuo to
The majority of the inhabitants of
.
the border line, that separates draw upon as the eastern states, this Nicaragua are of mixed blood, de
things which usually take place voluntary effort shows itself in an In- scendants of the Spanish settlers and
from those which, are "too good to creasing number of "good roads" the native Indians, and of the Indiana
com true."
d
and negroes Imported by the Spanish
days, when thousands of
men, frequently headed by the gover- colonists.
In the extreme north of Norway the
nors of states, turn out and contribute
the labor that is just as necessiary as sun is above the horizon continuously
cash. Sometimes it accomplishes more from May, tc July, and even In the
moves
one
from
because voluntary work is uniformly extreme southern part of the country
'When an industry
there is no darkness from April to
TrronHy to another, the change enthusiastic and contagions.
A fine example of this voluntary ef- August.
for many of its employes d fUnder the provisions of the consti
illing homes doarly paid for, talcing fort is the building of a $50,000
hll.iri n out f Bchool, breaking of
causeway along the Pacific coast tution of Paraguay the president of
to be transferred ta Decatur the shopmen sent a committee to that city to
investigate. The report was unfavorable.
The,'. shopmen were informed
that vacant houses were few, that
rents were high and board excessive.
It was then that the Decatur Chamber of Commerce interested itself. An
investigation of almost every boarding house in the city disproved the
A
report that hoard was excessive.
meeting of builders was called, and
though no definite piomlses were secured as to how many houses they
would erect, the chamber satisfied
Itself that enough would he provided
by the following sprrng.
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FOREST NOTES
the republic is elected for four years
A rancher has applied for the rentand is ineligible for office for eight
consecutive years after the experia-tio- n al of 320 acres on the Pike national
of his term.
forest, Colorado, to be used In conThe country now known as Persia nection with other private land, for
formed part, at various times, of a raising elk as a commercial venture.
much greater kingdom, and about 500
The government has just sold
of the
cords of cedar wood for shingles
years before the beginning
Christian era it was included in a from the Washington national forest.
mighty empire extending from Asia The shingles manufactured from this
Minor and Syria to the Indies.
wood, laid six inches to the weather,
At the beginning of. the sixteenth would cover 2V square miles of
century the king cf Portugal was of roof.
ficially styled "Lord of the conquest, j The navy department has asked the
navigation, and commerce of India, forest service to investigate guijo, a
Ethiopia, Arabia and Persia." Today Philippine wood, for possible use in
Portugal has no king, its colonial pos- decking boats and ships. Loiigleaf
sessions are comparatively insignifi- pine, sugar maple, and beech are the
of domestic woods most used for decks.
cant and its foreign commerce
small extent.
The state university lands In Ariare to he lumbered under a co1 zona
operative agreement between the gov
I
I
ernment and the state land commisLABOR WORLD NOTES.
sion. Arizona is the first state in the
southwest and one of few in the coun0-- 0
0try to cut its timbered lands on forChandelier makers in Milwaukee estry principles.
The annual meeting of the Ameri
have formed a union.
All underground miners in Ontario can Forestry association will be held
now have the eight hour working day. in Washington on January
14. A
John W. Scully, of South Norwalk, president, 21 vice presidents, a treasConn., is the new president of the urer,' an auditor and five directors are
to be elected and plans made for rn
United Hatters of America.
In the 11 years from 1901 to 1913 active campaign for forest conservainclusive there were 1,319 strikes and tion during 1914. The association has
iockouts in Canada.
,.
8,000 members.
......
r
;.
Trades and Labor Council of .,, ;
,j 41 ,ff
Clf4ud Rapids, Mich.,' is striving for
the eight-hou- r
day in all municipal
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it does no one cvny good to
keep it a. nd we can make it

into something serviceable
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work.
Bakers- and confectionery workers
issued 581,728,000 union labels during

the past 12 months.
Iu thtt. organized industries in Great
Britain ..there are; said to be 300,000
women .who earn less than $3 a weekj,
The various locals of th United
Mine Workers of America are electing delegates to the national convention at Indianapolis this month.
Announcement is made that Califor
nia will vote at the next general election
on7 the question of establishing a uniwork day in th-- !
versal eight-hou- r
state.
A report of the New York state department of labor says that more than
a quarter of a million operatives are
employed in 'tho clothing and mnaneiy
industries in New York City.
The membership of the National
Brotherhood of Operative Potters is
taking a referendum vote on a proposal to divide the $500,000 defense
fund, exclusive of $25,000,
equally
among the locals of the organization.
The Massachusetts state branch of
the International Union of Stationary
Engneers voted at its recent annual
convention in favor, e( the establish-me- t
of a statewide uniform wage
scalo for engineers. of the
The biennial convention
Bricklayers, Plasterers and Masons' in
ternational union will meet in Hous
ton, Texas, January 12. A proposal
to affiliate with the American Feder
ation of Labor will be one of the
principal matters of discussion.
The International
Typographic
union has more than $600,000 invested
in first class securities in the United
States and Canada, the money being
the reserve fundsj credited to the mortuary benefit and general account of
'
the organization.
Labor unions in London have under
consideration a project to build a
structure to serve as the general headquarters of their organizations. It is proposed to include in the
building

a

club, office accommoda-

tions for 50 unions, a large hall and
storerooms.
Under the arbitration contract between the Boot and Shoe Workers''
union and the Massachusetts state
board of conciliation and arbitration,
the latter has awarded an increase of
1.5 to 25 cents
per day for sole leather
cutters in Brockton shoe factories.
jln his annual report the head of
tine New York state
department of labor says: "The progress of the movement for shorter hours Is strikingly
shown by the fact that. 20 per cent
of the state's factory operatives are
working less than 52 hours per week,
and 46 per cent between .52 and 58
hours."

.

Norman

Hackett has been engaged
to appear at the head of a stocJ
company in Atlanta.
The "Mischief Quartette" and It's
'
Work

-
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Each year the month of January
mimbers its list of victims from inbronchitis and
fluenza, la grippe,
The prompt use of Fopneumonia.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound will
check the onset of a cold and stop a
cough, preventing the development to
more serious conditions.
Keep it on
hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.

Adv.
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BASEBALL

NOTES.

The Vale varsity nine, for the first
tilrie in years, will not open the home
season of the New York Giants next

spring.
President Britton of tb.3 Cardinals,
has decided to abolish the free score
card, system which was established
at the St. Louis park last season.
Joe Birmingham, the Naps' manager, is speeding over the roads nowadays in a brand new automobile, a
gift from President Somers of the
Cleveland club.
Manager Griffith of the Washington Senators, has completed arrangements to care for 55 ball players at
the training camp in Charlottesville,
Va.

Joe Tinker is interested in a nickel-platinconcern in Chicago which
produces a nice income. Hence the
preference of Joseph for the Windy
City flannels rather than a Brooklyn
uniform.
e
It is rumored In
league
circles that the champion Wilmington
club Is for sale. It is evident that
a pennant-winnin- g
outfit ds not- always a paying proposition.
Patsy Flaherty, the former big
league pitcher and now manager of
the Lynn team in the New England
league, will coach the University of
Georgia .baseball candidates next
spring.
"Chief" Bender of the Athletics is
not only a wonderful baseball pitcher
butxa corking good golfer, a proficient billiard player and a crack trap
and live bird shooter as well.
The new $1,000 flagpole for the
world's champion Athletics at Shibe
park will have a stone foundation.
On this will rest a steel structure 35
feet high, in which the pole will be
placed.
Catcher Leslie Nunamaker, of the
Red Sox, Is spending the winter in
hunting and fishing on Cape Cod.
Manager Finn, of the Memphis
Southern league team, is trying to put
over a trade with Minneapolis for
Frank Delehanty.
Joe Tinker is making arrangements
of the Fedto take his Chicagtf-teaeral league to Beaumont, Texas, for
spring training.
Pitcher "Slim" Harrah, the. star
slabber of the Kansas league, has
ben signed b the Victoria North
western league'! club. Harrah! Har
rah!
Manager George Stallings, of the
Boston Braves, shipped 25 turkeys
from his Georgia plantation- - to the
Hub, for the annual dinner of the
Boston Winter leaguers.
After a season as manager of the
Indianapolis, team, Mike Kelley,.is
willing to become a scout for 'the
Cardinals. It's just one durn thing
atfer another for Mike.
The world touring Giants and White
Sox will arrive, at Monte Carlo on
""But fence busting and
February
bank busting, they should remember,
are altogether different things.
In a recent newspaper article Eddie Collins of the Athletics paid tribute to Ty Cobb as follows: "Take it
from one who knows, there is only
one Cobb. All the rest are Imitations." ,
From all accounts the new Federal
league intends to raid the National
league of players all along the line,
while apparently no effort is being
made- to Induce American league players to jump.
g

Tri-Stat-

.

today a lift. The market opened
to.
up and continued to hold the
advance. The close was steady y2 to
net higher.
Better prospects of demand from
feeders put the bulls into control of
corn. Opening figures were 14 to
cent higher. Some reaction,
however, ensued. The elose was easy,;
cent up.
unchanged to
Fiee selling by a leading house kept
oats from making much of an advance.
First Bales of provisions ranged
from the same as Saturday night to
10 cents higher and there was a further' advance, with a big traded '40"'"
ribs. The close for the day was:
H
f
Wheat, Hay 91; July 87.
v
Corn, May 65; July 65.
Oats, May 39; July 39.
Pork, May $21.40.
-

'

i

Ribs, May $11.47
KANSAS

STOCK

CITY LIVE

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 12. flogs,
receipts 9,000. Market steady . to
strong. Bulk $7.808:20; heavy $8.10
8.25; packerS and ''"butchers $8
$8.25; packers and butchers $88.20;
lights $7.808.10; prgs $77.60.
Cattle, receipts 12,000. Market steady to 10 cents lower.
Prime fed steers $8.509.10; dressed
western
beef steers $7.258.44;
steers $6.508.50; southern steers
$68; cows $4.357; heifers $6.50
9; stockers and feeders $5.507.50;
bulls $5.507; calves $6.5011.
Sheep, receipts 13,000. Market steaCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
dy to 10 cents lower. Lambs $7.45
Chicago, Jan. 12. Cold weather and 8.25; yearlings $6.257.25; wethers
higher cables gave the wheat market $5.406; ewes $4.755.75.

.........i
......

..........

OUTFITTERS TO
THE FAIR SEX
ALSO

FOR THE WHOLEi FAMILY
I

Shoes
Rubbers

Suits
Coats

Hats

Dresses"

Dry Goods, Notions, Underwear
Men's Furnishings

m

January White Sale

,

January 2 to 18

v

wounds are painful and
cause much annoyance. H not k6Pt
clean they fester and become running
sores.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT Is an antiseptic healing remedy
for such cases. Apply It at nJ"Ht
going to bed and cover with a
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
cotton cloth bandage. It heals 1 a
New
York, Jan. 12. Speculative
few days. Price 25c, Eflc and 1.00
favored the constructive
sentiment
Co.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug
success cf the market in the favor- Adv.
Ragged

able character of the. latest developments bearing on the general situation.
The chief inspiration for the
upward movement lay In definifere-port- s
of better conditions) in the stock
trade. Better monetary conditions, as
shown by the bank statement, and
relaxing quotations for time and call
loans, were an inducement for more
active speculation.
,
The market was under control of
bullish forces throughout the morning and although there was some profit taking when the demand waned.
prices did not depart form from the
high level. Washington, reports that
Investigation of the Vanderbilt lines
would be asked in congress caused a
renewed decline In New York Central
which dipped to 88; the lowest for
nearly a score of years. Bonds were
firm.
The market closed easy. Reactionary symptoms became pronounced In
the last hour, when the distribution
of large selling orders in Union Pacific and Reading forced them under
Saturday's final figures. Much of the
advance in other well known Stocks
was lost, but the minor Issues held up
'
well. The last sales were:
72
'.
..v......
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar . . .. . iriv.. . . . .106
94
Atchison
.ui ."i . . ..110
Northern Pacific
.169
Reading
Southern Pacific ........ i.v... 91
.W... . .156
Union Pacific
59
United States Steel
104
United States Steel, pfd

Twenty-Fiv-

Per Cent Discount on All

e

White Goods

and One Third Per Cent
Underwear
Discount on All"' Muslin
"

Thirty-Thre- e
,
'

'

'

V

Extra Special in Laces and
Embroideries
-

Our

Big Stock of

Laces and Embroideries

is Going xt

ONE THIRD OFF
"THE
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

d
wear in muslin, cambric,
folas
crepe ranging
lows:
LOT 1 Corset Covers and
Drawers, 25c and 3c values
nain-sookm-

visitor ia the city today.
Mr. and. Mrs. C. C. Davis if Raton
came la this afternoon for a few days
sfay...
J. S. Pierce of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
was a business visitor 4a Las Vegas
today.
G.
L. Henderson
of Colorado
Springs wasa Visitor in Las Vegas
yesterday.
O. A. Peterson came in yesterday
venlng from Raton for a few days'
etay In Las Vegas.
M. Schott, representative
for a
lace company of New York, was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
O. G. Kentsche of Grand Rapids,
Mich., was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today. He is a hardware salesman.
Stehhen Powers, manager for the
Agua Pura company, left yesterday
s
afternoon for Pueblo for a shon
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Thbnjpson of
New York city are visitors In Las
Vegas to remain for several weeks.
They arrived laBt nlgnt.
Albert Drake and Robert Allen of
If odggs, N. M., arrived In Las Vegas
this, afternoon and, win remain several
days as the guests of friends.
F. A. Hill, special offlcer for the
Santa Fe Railway company, arrived
in Las Vegas this afternoon rrom La
Junta for a short business vjsit. H.

at -

21c

LOT

Covers and
and EOc values

Drawers

at 'J

4pc7

1:.
Corset

'

.35o

at -

59c
LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combi-

nation Suits, $1 values at 79o
LOT 6 Drawers; Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits,' $1,125 values

.

98c

LOT 7

Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and ' Combination Suits, 91.60 and $1.75
values at
$1.25

busi-r.es-

A. M. McCready,

mecanieliuper-intenden-

t

for the western lines of the
Santa Fe railway, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
Eugenio Romero, a well known resident of Mora, was a business visitor
in Las Vegas today. He attended a
meeting of the jNormal regents.
to Las
Ross Coleman returned
Vegas yesterday after having been
smployed in the southern part of the
state for the past several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gonzales of Santa
Fe left yesterday afternoon for their
home after having been visitors with
friends here for the past few days.
Dr.-R- .
K. (McClanahan left yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe where ha
will attend the meeting of the state
medical board; of which he la a rasm-1't- r.
.

Mrs. Charles Greenclay, accompanied by her daughter and son, returned

HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
Tic Popular Price Store

Mrs.

Hunt Miia

TO PLAY IN

104

P. J.

Murphy,
accompanied
by her daughter, Miss Josephine, re-

turned Saturday nigbt from El Paso,
where she has been visiting her son
for several weeks.;
S. M. Graham,
traveling inspector
for. the Canadian Pacific
railway, in
the .department of land resources,
came in yesterday from Denver
for
a ehort business visit.
David Conway left
Saturday night
for Chicago,
accompanuHlg the body
of Leo Healy, who died
here last
week.
Mr. Conway will
remain In
Chicago only a short time
R. I?, Riccjoft
yesterday afternoon
Kansas iCity, Kans.,
wher, he
will be for several
days, as a witness in the n a v
'""unuay fraud
case ".!,
u

Rufus Mead
Superintendent
of the city, schools thifl after- noon completed arrangements
by telephone for a game between
the Las Vegas and Santa' Fe
High schools boys' and girls'
teams in this city Friday even- ing. The contests are expected
to be speedy and interesting ex- positions of the winter sport of
Mr. Mead says it
basketball.
will be necessary for every citl- zen approached to buy a ticket
if the game to to be a financial
success, owing to the heavy ex- pense In bringing the Santa Fe
teams here. He aska the mer- chants, and fans to assist by buy- ing tickets. He says the games
will be well worth the outlay.
..
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Anyone can make a stand for the old fashioned fun'that'comes'witblhealth'and
to "do things.'1. Suppose you try it!

the powe

....

"There's a Reason" forPOSTUM
.

LJLZ3

Regular Postum must bs boiled 15 to 203mmutes.
Instant Postum is a soluble powder. A scant teaspoonful stirredin
V
1
dissolves instantly.

"ZJ

1

-

.

Ja

cup of hot water

""'

The convenience of Instant Postum is atmrent. Bat, n ?i 'prsoired aicorltn? to 'direc
tions, both kinds are exactly the same.' Tlia cost per cup is about equal.
Grocers everywhere sell both kinds.

No

business is successful unless its income
f

un-t-

il

lie never

PEOPLES BANK

;

ilns
2781
Juniorwhys "A"
2703
Hiwhys ...
...1429
Normalwhys "A"
1301
Normalwhys "B"
Best three averages, Noyes, 172
Paulson 170
Enrich, 165.
Senior Boxball
Total Pins
1--

2--

1555

Buzzwagons

1460
Preachers
....1433
Baskettossers
....1418
Highrollers
...1410
Painters
.1189
Dormdwellers .
Baseball
Indoor
School
League
Sunday
Won Lost Pet
1.000
1
2
Episcopal ...
1
.666
2
Christians .
500
Methodists
.....1 1
.333
2
...
Presbyterians
,...1
2
.003
0
Baptists

Won Lost""Pct.

...

4

2

rangers

Postum. made.of prim wheat and'a smalLpsr cent of,sNe'v'Orleans tmolasses.Tis afiire
is" wholesome and nourishing; and has a 'delicious snappy Jflavour resembling
that of Old Gov't Java, but is entirely free j:rom the coffee drug, caffeine.
Z'Z,

Postum now comes ia two forms:

oi dollars and cents.

ouoand this is true of individuals as well.

is larger than its

ll

Goldens

But more important is that "good all over''
feeling of returning health; and it's the finest
trade possible to quit coffee and get well.

food-drin-

is so larjjely a question

It wdiild have been a mighty hard
job to have found a busier place than
the Y. M. C. A. Saturday. Beginning
at 8:30 o'clock In, the morning things
were doing clear up to 10:30 o'clock
at night. The building was just teeming with men and boys, all Intent on
the various activities in which they
were interested. Here's the program:
Eight thirty o'clock Student bor-batournament. The scheduled teams
were the Normalwhys "B" and the
Juniorwhys "B". In this game the
little fellows, th Junnors, rolled rings
around their older opponents, finally
beating them by 57 pins.
Quarter after nine o'clock. At this
time the regular boys' gymnasium
class began ltd' session with 40 In
line.
Half past ten o'clock. The kickball
tournament between the Odds' and
Ends, ending in victory tor the Ends;
making the standing Ends 3, and
Odds 2.
Two o'clock. The Hiwhys and the
Juniorwhys "B" playea in the student
boxball tournament and again the
younger chaps won from their-oldeopponents. The score stood: Juniors,
1,424 i' Hiwhyft, 1,378, a difference of
46 'pins.
Three o'clock. The Sunday School
Indoor Baseball league held forth.
The Episcopalians again pulled down
a victory by winning from thef Presbyterians by a score of 23 to 3. In the
second game the Christian boys also
beat out the Presbyterians by a score
of 15 to 10.
Seven o'clock.
The third game of
the Senior boxball tournament be
tween the Buzzwagons and the Painters. Final score: Buzzwagons, 1,555;
Painters, 1,410; difference in favor of
former of 140 pins.
Seven thirty o'clock.
Doublehead
er of basketball in the Movie league
between the Clods and Sheepherders,
and the Goldens and the Evil Eyes,
Scores: Clods, 19; Sheepherders, 5.
Goldens, 33; Evil Eyes, 2.
Standing ot all leagues and tournaments:
'
' Student Boxball
' "

...

One of the most pleasing features of this
change from coffee to Postum is the total absence of a sense of something missed.

C. A.

night

Vplleymounts
Clods ..

tum,

II,

'from early morning

li armless Ones

well-mad-

SUCCESS OR. FAILUR.E

started.

(Jets

!

The man who can not save

.

.

.

.

.

something was doing there

i

ST

The usual cup of coffee contains about 2
grains of caffeine, a drug which often produces
aches, ails and discomfort; but the habit can
Pose
be quickly overcome by using

'

money has a slender chance to succeed.

yesterday afternoon from Denver,
where she has been visiting relatives
daring the holidays.
Among the sevefal Las Vegans who
left last night for Kansas City, Kans.,
to testify in the MounDay land fraud
case were County Clerk Lorenzo
George E.
County,5 Engineer
Morrison, Postmaster Fred O. Blood,
George A. Fleming and Apolonio A.
"
'
Sena.
S. J.' Liner, representative of the
Hearst newspaper syndicate, arrived
in Las Vegas Saturday evening and
spent Sunday with friends. He is
Carl Morris drew down something
on his way to Mexico where he will
Ray Bronson must be ready for the
be employed In the newspaper busi- over $5,000 ton .three months' engage- scrap heap when Holberg, the Danish
ness. Mr. Liner Is a feature reporter ments in the ring last year. Nice ghtweight, can defeat him in a
bout
money for appearing In the ring.
for the Hearst syndicate.
Del-rad- o,

rviz

1914.

--

Si I11DAY

Arrangements are now pending between the Laa Vegas High, school and
the high school of Santa Fe for a
double-heade- r
basketball game - to
be played in this city Friday night.
The High school has sent a challenge
to the Ancient City teams, but up to
this afternoon had received no an
swer, it is MKeiy, nowever, we cuai- lenge will be accepted.
The games, if played, will be. beteams of the two
tween
schools and the girls' teams.
The High school teams undoubtedly are the fastest In the state in their
'class and will put up an excellent game.
against the Santa Fe teams. The
High school girls' team has been practicing hard during the past few1 weeks
and hopes to cop the championship of
SUeSt
f Mlss Helen the state in the High school class.
for
nSf is he next few ys. Miss Final announcement will be made
well known in Las
aa tomorrow. It is quite possible that
visited here a
numbe
the contests will be scheduled, as the
Santa Fe teams are anxious to play
Traveling in a ri,ro(.
here.
F. W. Hodges, vice
president of the
Santa Fe Railway
Ball players are an ambitious lot.
company, passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon on Governor Tener of Pennsylvania was
his way from Chicago to Los
Angeles, a ball player In his younger days, and
wnere he will remain during the
Dr. Bert Daly, formerly of the Philwinter.He
aclies, has now been elected mayor of
companied by his wife and eeveral Bayonne, N. J. other people.
Mrs. G. L. Swearngn and two
New Haven promoters have put up
daughters returned to Las Vegas yes- the bars against heavyweights. The
muss is the answer.
terday from Raton where Mrs. Swear-ngi- n Willard-Rodo- l
has been visiting her mother for
a ehort time. Mrs. Swearlngin will
Gilbert Gallant, the Chelsea lightlocate in
Raton
Mr. weight, will make his first appearshortly.
Swearlngin having been transferred ance in the west on January 16, when
to that Jpoint Jrs an engineer on the he will mix with
Hogan
Santa'Fe railway company lines.
in Salt Lake City.

,

I

THE

VEGAS
HIGH SCHOOL INVITES ANCIENT
CITY TO SEND ITS BOYS
' AND GIRLS

LOT 3
Covers, Drawers; Gowns and Skirts, 65c
values at
43c
LOT 4 Drawers, Gowns and
Skirts, 75c and 85c values

at -

12,

-

We again offer our patrons
the choicest selection ot under-

Mrs. OUie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romaine. Adv.
R. R. Champion ot Onava was a

JANUARY

SANTA FE TEAF4S A BUSY DAY FOR

Annual White Goods Sale

PERSONALS

MONDAY,

J
..2

..2
,.2
..1
,.1

i1'

1.000
.666
.666
.666
.500

.500
Rattlesnakes
.333
Hiawandas . .
.250
Evil Eyes"..'.;
.000
,.0
Sheepherders
The boxball schedule for the week
is as follows:
Monday, Highrollers vs. Preachers.
Wednesday, Baskettossers vs. Painters.
Thursday, Normalwhys "A" vs. Normalwhys "B."
Friday, Preachers jvs. Dormdweli-ers- .

Saturday, juniorwhys "A" vs. Juniorwhys "B."
Indoor baseball. Saturday 3 p. m.
Methodists vs. Baptists;' Christians

ELKS'

-

-

CAPITAL

-

REGULARS

-

SHOW,
CHARLES O'MALLEY ORGANIZES
A TEAM WHICH BEATS
STAR BUNCH

.

Trumbull
Hoke
Ament
Martin
-

.121

-

O'Malley--

775

2287
;a

132

469
502
385
514
485

662

823

870

2355

135
126
148

NATIONAL

AND

SEVENTEEN

AN

NATIONAL LIVE STOCK

AFRIC-

ASSOCIATION

1914

zip) Bound Trip
5

"

January 17, 18, 19lh 1911
Final return limit January 28th., 1311

Tickets on sale sale

o g D. L. Batchelor, Affeet
G&

'

i

i,

17 & & D

WV'-A-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLES A L E AND RETAIL
fy""? B. IV. Q OH,

!

CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK

;

STCCi

WESTERN

ANNUAL CONVENTG

p--

Fare for the

meet Ad Wolgast, Joe Mandot and
Joe Azevedo.
WITH THE BOXERS.
Best Cough Medicine for Children
"I am very glad to say a few words
in praise of Chamberlain's
Cough.
The intercity bouts between New Remedy," writes Mrs. Lida Dewey,
Wis. "I have used it for
York and Boston amateur boxera will Milwaukee,
years both for my children and mytake place in Boston this month.
self and it never falls to. relieve and
Terry McGovern and his old rival cure a cough or cold. No family with
Joe Bernstein are now doing a box
gives almost immediate relief in cases
ing act together in the variety thea- of
croup." Chamberlain's Cough Remeters.
dy, 13 pleasant and safe to take, which,
Leach Cross believes hat his vic- is of great importance when a medi
tory over Bud Anderson entitles him cine must be given to young children.
to meet Willie Ritchie for the light- For sale by all dealers. Adv.
weight crown.
To Cure a Cold In One Day
Tommy Burns, former champion and
now manager of Arthur Pelkey, Is Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE!
trying to Induce Gunboat Smith to Tablets. Druggists refund money iC
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S siggive Pelkey a return match.
K. O, Brown has been forced to nature is on each box. 25c.
pass up several bouuJ on account of
stomach trouble. Ha has offers to
Subscribe for The Optic.
:

Monday

Annual tournament of Winter Golf
ittsrue of Advertising interests, at
Pinehurst, N. C.
field trials begin at
Tenn.
Springs,
Roger
Opening of second annual automobile show at Bridgeport, Conn.
Billy Papke vs. George Chip, 10
rounds, at Milwaukee.
Jihnny Ritchie vs. foung Herman,
8 rounds, at Memphis.
Tuesday
Annual meeting of the grand circuit stewards, at Grand Raids, Mich.
"Porky"
Battling Levinsky vs.
Flynn, 10 rounds, at New York. ..,
Jim Flynn vs. Tim Logan, .,13
rounds, at Thornton, R. I.
Joe Azevedo vs. ".frenchy" Vaise,
10 rounds, at Oakland, Calif.
Wednesday
International wrestling tournament
at Madison Square Garden, New York.
10
George Chip vs. Roy , Kenny,
rounds, at. Newcastle, Pa,
Thursday
Freddie Welsh vs. jimmy Duffy, 8
rounds, at St Louis.
Friday
Gilbert Ga'llant vs. "One Round"
Hogan, 20 rounds, at Salt, Lake City.
Jack White vs. Gus Waumer, 10
rounds, at Toledo, O.
.Young Herman,
Johnny Ritchie-v- s.
8 rounds at Toledo; 'O.Saturday
Annual meeting of the Western Golf
association, at Chicago.
Opening of annual show of Detroit
Automobile Dealers' association.
Annual indoor traik and field meet
of pastime A. C, New York City.
Sailor Petroskey vs. Jimmy TJlabby,
alif.
20 rounds, at Vernon,
Otto Berg vs. Frank Mantell, 10
rounds, at Taft, Calif.

WEDNESDAY
A TT
TVS WlH
H JANUARY 24
JkH stmsJbXl
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and a
falo, Pittsburgh, Baltimore
Roger Springs, Tenn., Jan. 12.
number of other cities. The tourna- The annual trials of the All Ameriment will continue until Saturday, can Trial club, the last of the imon which day the final rour.Ss will be portant events of its land for the sea.
son, began here today under condiplayed.
tions that promise a highly successful meeting.

u

'

BAT LEVINSKY KEEPS BUSY
Basketball league. Saturday, 7:30
New York, Jan. 12. Battling LeBattlesnakea vs. Hiawandas; vinsky, whom the fight critics agree
p. rn.
ia the most promising light heavyEvil Eyes vs. Harmless Ones.
weight that has been unearthed in
GOLFERS' TOURNAMENT
a long time, will be seen in action
"Porky"
Pinehurst, N. C, Jan. 12. On the again) tomorrow night
links of the pinehurst Country club Flynn, the Boston fightef, will be his
tournament of the Winter opponent
The bout will be a 10- Golf League of Advertising Interests round aftalr aai will tiavupiaco-for- e
was onened today with a field cf
the National Sporting club.
contestants representing New York,
BufALL AMERICAN FIELD TRIALS
Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago,

.
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vs." Episcopals.

Subscribe for The Optic.
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DENVER, UULlMti

3rd TCI

165
196
125
191
160 193

183
171
134
175

-

JANUAR.Y 19th. to 24th.,

The Elks' bowling team that was
defeated at Baton on Sunday, January 4 yesterday suffered 'another de
feat by a team selected by Charles
O'Malley. The final score showed
the "Scrubs" winners over the "Regulars" by 68 pins. The hight score
rolled was 514, by Martin. The of
."
ficial score:
i
v
"Regulars"
1st 2nd 3rd TCI
. 178 144 190 512
Losey
177 125 166
468
McWenle
145 160 129
434
Duncan 465
142 168 155
Henriquez 408
125 148 135
J. Danzlger 745

-

NINTH ANNUAL MEETING

SCRUBS

767

-

TRUST CO.
1

m

DEFEATED DY

"Scruba"
1st 2nd

-

(El

-

11
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1
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VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

LA

V-

3

Job-

US

VEGAS,

RESTAURANT

HORT ORDERS

AN

REGULAR DINNERS

D

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

UA.3T

k

-

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
NOBROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular com
Monday night a
munication first and 0. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
in i o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are Mr
each month. Visiting Jially welcome. J. C, Wertz, Preat
brothers cordially In- - dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretarv: O at
ited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

S69.W

tm.TMM

John A. Hons President, and John Shank Se
cretary of the Mutual Building and Loan Association of Laa Vegas,, a corporation organ
ized unenr tne laws or tne Territory, now
State, of New Mexico, upon oath duly
sworn, each for himself deposeth and says.
that the above and foregoing statement of the
Resources ana Liabilities of the above namea
association at the close of business December
31st , 1913, Is correct and true to the best of our

COLUM
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

-

f

162.355.56

Annuaty

ADVEB- -

TISEMENTS

Petten, Secretary.
0.

F.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Zvm-daconclara
No ad to occupy less space than two
knowledge and belief.
In each month at Ma- President
A.
Ross,
John
lines
All advertisements
charged
John Shank, Secretary
onla Tamyla at 7:I 9. aa. O. H.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th, will be booked at space actually aet
KlakeL
Chaa. Tamne,
day of Janaury A. D. 1914.
without regard to number of words,
D. R. Murray.
Juslce of the Peace Priot. 29.
San
New Mexico Cash In advlnca preferred.

o

Vjiilar

E.

Meets first and third Tues

day evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

ftZfi

I. C;

Miguel County,

State Bank Keport

i

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OP

vm mi

plaza
OP LAS VEGAS, N. M,

?Y?J

At the close of business Dec. 31, 1913.

RESOURCES
oans and Discounts
Sec a by B 1 Estate Unci,
$ 38,971.34
mortg's owned
Secured by Col't'l other
than Real Estate
34,80o 51
91,20" .02 164.880.f7
All Other Loans
z.038.12
Overdrafts
Bonds, Securities, etc, Including Premiums

thereon
Bank stocks
Other Bonds, Stocks,
Warrants, Etc
Furniture and Fixtures
Due from Banks
Checks and other Cash Items..
A dual Cash on hand
Gold Coin
Oold Certificates
Silver Coin
Silver Certificates
Leiral Tender Notes
National Bank Notes
-

W-- a

13.650.00
,,786.70

18 .316. 39

1.673.91
00
60.00
&31.40
822.00
200 00
SO

430.00

Cash Not Classified

63.80

1,727.20

NUMBER,

MAIN

L

WANTED

No.
No. 10..

Switches
to make;
Trustee.
switches made from hair comb
511
work
Ninth
ings;
guaranteed.
a. f. a. ELKS Meet, umnnn .n
street. Phone Main 389.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elka' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting: brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
FOR RENT Nicely rurnished, large
Secretary.
airy room. Plone Main 313.
716

ROOMS,

Grand

RENT Cottage In desirable
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple 5301.

Depositors
Number of Savings Depositors 1,245
All Other Depositors, (excluding
251
Banks)
FOR RENT
Interest Paid on Deposits
4 per cent
On Savings Deposits
employed,
Dividends paid during the past year on Capital
room; no

btock

To lady or gentleman
comfortable, furnished
health seekers. Phone

,

Director
Raynolds
Director
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 3rd.
day of January A. D. 1914.
F. O. Blood

6:35 p.

m

My commission

expires Dec.

Notary Public

24, 1916.

Ueport of the

C3

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

hhe

Optic Pub
Co

PliOPJE MAIN 2
Mil

V

Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
Building Association
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Of Las Vegas, X. M.
For Six Months Commencing July 1, 1913 and
Enumg December 31, 1913
RESOURCES
Loans on Real Estate
$132,781.93
- .'.
Loans on Collateral security
8,515.00
Real Estate
40,683.61
452.35
Furniture and Fixtures
Cash
,
6,020.40
Accounts Receivable; (Taxes, insur
ance ana repairs on property held
as collateral)
..
954.91

Total Resources

FLOUR
It 's giving you

a present for doing something
you d do tiny
way when you
learn how Much

6,729.59
9. 192 08

20.176.00

J
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A, Hunker. Chester A. Hanket
'
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George

New Mexis

Las Vegas.

SILVER
PLAT- EBEAUTIFUL

I FRENCH- I GREY(STER- LING) FINISH
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can be ob
tained in thi city from

ALL GROCERS
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Here.
were
stfvertlaea
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Others, who
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Market Finders

f

Kibboft.

lt

ANT Ads
Are Best

25c, 50o and jl.00 per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv,

Ffli-it-

Ina.
Ida.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Price

V,- -

20c

Harvesters, Btorera, aad Dlftrlbutora of Natmral Ice, tte Parltt
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Laa Vegas Famous.

it heals the lungs and quiets Irritation.

' "V

lbs.

par 161
per 100
.M.M.,.....S0o par 161
par 1f
..w....-..40- o
50o par 1SJ
-..-.-

.............. 25c

AGUA PURA COMPANY

CHICHESTER 8 PILLS

li

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

RETAIL PEICES

2,000 lbs., or Mora, Each Dal very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Iba., to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 200 Iba, Each Delivery
Less than 60 Iba, Each Delivery

ATTORNEYS

A good remedy for a bad cough Is
BALLARD'S HOREHOTJND SYRUP,

7

J

s r JK JWWWWw

--

Adv.

i 0)

O

Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

cause much annoyance. If not kept
Secretary clean they fester and become running
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 5th. sores.
SNOW LINIBALLARD'S
day of January. A. D. 1914.
Oeo. A.Fleming,
ISealj
MENT Is an antiseptic healing remedy
Notary Public
My commission expires April 30, 1917.
for such cases. Apply it at night before going to bed and cover with a
WANTED Clean cotton raga
at cotton cloth bandage. It heals In a
Optic offlce.
Price 25c, 50o and fcl.00
few days.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

Z0PA1BA

by GER-

Made

MAN PROCESS

Hotel

Robt. L. M. Koss,

.0

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR rtalk is.

are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne.8
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

Total Liabilities $183,408.23
JONES-BOWEAS
MONUMENT CO
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, I
f88
County of San Miguel.
Albuquerque, N. M.
E. Q. Murphey.
and Roht. T..
215 E. Central
M Ross. Secretary of the Southwestern Suit.
ings, Loan and Building Association of Las Ve
23 Years Practical Experience.
new
a
gas,
meiico,
organised
corporation
under the laws of the Territory,
now State, of
New Mexico, upon oath
duly gworn, each for E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.
himself deposeth and says, that the above and
foregoing statement of the Resources and Liabilities ol the above named association at the
close of business December 31, 1913, is correct
Ragged wounds are painful and
and true.
E. O. Murphey,
,

i

f-

$136,591 74
10.718.82

th

mm

.j

3,

Ulin ,7

srs

rs-s-

'

a
m

1

EMPRESS I

OF COLUMBU3, COUN
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall
Visttln? mpmhfirsl
Plnnnor hnlldlne

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

$183,408,23

LIABILITIES
Installment Stock
ram up stock
surplus .
Undivided Profits .. .
Bills Payable- -

o

i

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1SI
East Las Tegas. New Mexico

YUUl
w

Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays 0!
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,,
Sonsnl; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Montague,, Local Deputy. Vlsltini
members are especially welcooe and
cordially Invited.

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

p. m,
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

This elegant Rogers'
fH
rm,t
i vpr Nnnnn
sw
val
-i- f you usz

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, nn tho
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

N. M.

p. m,
a. m.
p. m

Depart
m
m
m

.

.

p. m.

7:45
.11:59
. 2:30
. 2:00

Arrive

1... 1:10 p.
3... . 6:35 a.
7... . 4:20,p.

Amount
Purple 5301.
Per cent 1
$2,700
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
... July 3, 1913
Date Paid,
President Jefferson Raynolds, Cashier Hallett
fourth
Thursday evening each
Kaynoias. uireccors h.k. Hoke. K.U.Huynolds,
month at W. 0. W. hall. Vlsltins
E.j. Mcwenie, uaiieti Kaynoias.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
STATE OF NEW MEXICO I
88
County of San Miguel
ACCOMMODATIONS for a few more Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
Hallott Baynolds Cashier and Jefferson Rav
nolds President und H. K Hoke Director and E
boarders at Nelson J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
gentleman
D. Raynolds Director, and E, J. McWenie
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
rector of the Plaza Trust and Savings Bank o
Ranch, Mineral Hill. Phone Olive
Las Vegas, New Mexico, a bank organized
5581 for terms.
under the laws of the Territory, now Slate of
day of the month In the vestry roomi
New Mexico, upon oath and duly sworn, each
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock 9
for himself deposeth and says, that the above
and foregoing statements of the Resources and MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem m.
Visiting brothers are cordially In
Liabilities, Depositors. Interest Paid on denosi
and Dividends paid on Capital Stock, of the
stitching to order. Call afternoons, vlted. Isaao Appel, President; Charlei
above named bank at the close of business
814 Douglas avenue.
Dec 31, 11)13, are correct and true.
Greenclay, Secretary.
E. J. McWkniu
Assistant Cashier
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses,
Jefferson Raynolds
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
President
Address S. Esqulbel, Mineral Hill,
H. Eble Hokk
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
E. D.

Depart

,11:54 p. m. .
2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m
West Bound

ror

For Rent

52,3st9

.'..$206,603.19

No.

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth atreet All vtkWini No.
oremren cordially Invited to atteiid No.
f. d. Frlea, N. O.; One Lehman. V. n No.
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werta. No.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery

Savings Deposits or Deposits in Inter
100.181. 66
est or Savings Department
Certificates of Deposit
83,429.22 FOR
Total Liabilities

O.

East Bound
Arrive
7:zu p. m

1.

Vfanted

Totul Resources
-.- ....$206,603.19
LIABILITIES
$ 15.000.00
Capital StockPaidln
Suriilus
2,000.00
Undivided Profits (Including accrued
interest and any other amounts set
aside for special purposes, less current
FURNISHED
3 696.3:
expenses, interest and taxes paid
Individual Deposits, subject to check
Avenue.

withoutnotice

Brlnegar, H. P.; F.
Blood, Secretary.

1.

OPTIC

8.500
5.150

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
No.
Temple at 7:30 p. m.

RlisGQHansoua

o
o
oC3

CAFE

II

II

I
Installment Stock-....:.- .Undivided Proata
Dividends Credited to Stock Semi- -

o
o
o

AND

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND LID

i

Total Liabilities
Stati ofot Nkw Mexico t
San Miguel
County

LOBDY

1162,791.64

.

LIABILITIES

jghtly

V v.

ohe OPTIC

KIW Msxieo

Total Resources- -

D

It Will Be
one Quickly and

:

ohe

ASS0G1ATI0M

LOAN

RESOURCES
Loans on Real Estate
t 144,030.86
Loans on Collateral Security, Stock
t
Loans
ii,w.oi
(S.077.79
ash
817.48
Accrued and Unpaid Interest

Optic Oil ice

THE 0NJ.Y UNION

D

BUILDING
OW

0
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1914.

For Six Months Commencing July 1, 1913
and Ending December 31, 1913

o
o
o
o
o

Work

-
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o
o
o
o
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mm, saw nis eyes fixed on her

In-

'TTenry,"" FrancoTB spoke, as the two
trotted together down a shady lane of
the plantation on the way to the far
fields where negroes worked In the
autumn sunlight, "what would you
think of organizing a mounted troop
of militia?"
The boy's face flamed with excitement. What would he think of it? He
would think it glorious, wonderful,
half a dozen big adjectives.
There were many young men in the
neighborhood; all of them rode; none
of them had enough to do; Francois
had a hold on them a man may not
spend five years in a dungeon because
of a dashing mad act of bravery with-'ou- t

MONDAY, JANUARY

-

a slonishecT colonel
and with his halting step was gone.

turned from

the-

Shortly the young master's horse
was ordered and he had left word with
Ebenezer, the butler, as he went out
that he would not be home till bed
time, and was off toward Carnifax.
"Francois," h9 began, finding his
friend busy over his papers in thai
same library, at that same carved ma
hegany desk, where today lie the pack
ages of old letters "Francois, I wain
to speak to you about something be
fore our meeting."
"What then? The boy is out o'
breath. You have been running BlacI
Hawk again, my Henry that horse
will complain of you soon, the strong
beast. What to it you are in such a
hurry to say that one must race across
country so of a good hour of the morning?"
But Henry was too intent to talk
nothings. "It is important," he said
briefly. "We muet have a captain for
the company at once, and it must be

1914.

12,

called" CTievaller though indeed that
is my right," he added with a quick
touch of dignity. "And I should like
very much to be captain of this company of fine young men, the flowers
111
does one say? of the South. But it
is not best." He held up his forefinger
and looked enormously worldly-wiee- .
No. You would not mind; the young
messieurs would not mind, perhaps
but the fathers ah, the fathers!" He
threw back his head aud gazed at the
STANAGE
TELLS A
ceiling with eyes of horror. Then with AUTOMOBILE CONTESTS THERE CATCHER
YOUNG PITCHER TO GIVE
BETTER AND MORE NUMERa start and a hand flung out, "And the
mothers! Mon Dieu! But the moth-era- ,
UP THE "SPIT-BALL- "
OUS THAN IN THE EAST
Henry! They would make what
you call it a h I of a time, is II notr
Oscar Stanage, Tiger premier catcLt
While easterners are bewailing the
Harry roared with Joy at tne terri "decadence of auto racing" and at- er, advises Ralph Comstock, th
rafied whisper. "But I have neither
tempting to make it appear as if the young Tiger hurler, bought for $10,-00- 0
ther nor mother," he suggested.
from St Paul last, fall, to diswere general, westerners, and
decline
with
Francol
Ah, Henry," argued
deep satisfaction in hie tone 'that particularly those on the Pacific coast, pense with the spitball if he would
makes you so suitable."
are calmly proceeding with prepar- remain effective in big league couv-pan- y,
Suitable!" Inquired Henry.
ations for a most successful season.
eays the New York Wond.
But yes, my friend. It kills jeal Statistics
where-eve- r
"Comstock has such a swell curvf
that
eay,
they
prove,
All is grist, one says, tnai
ousy.
the public was given a chance ball," writes Stanage, "that he caa
pomea to your mill. All is fathers,
all is mothers to the poor orphan and in 1913, it backed the sport to the get away with, that without tho us
besides that, there ie Monsieur the limit. More money and more events, of the spitter.
This advice of Stanage is in line
Colonel. One sees that the urcle of therefore, are to be offered this year
the captain will be contented. And than ever.
with an interview given by Umpire
whom should I wish to content but my
The trouble with the east is not the Charley Ferguson to a S. iaul paper.
first host, my first benefactor in this sport itself, it is contended, but the
Says he: "The sensational ' colwould
be
land? I believe, indeed, he
nerve
of Ed Walsh last season ba
lack,
the
dash,
promoters.
lapse
They
displeased if I should take the place.
enterprise displayed by their made a deep Impression on the heavI believe he ia not satisfied of my and
western confreres, it ia alleged. Wit- ers iu, both, major league circuits,
birth."
And beneath the nonsense of Fran- - ness the example of the Motor Deal- and many of the leading artists of th
coie, Henry could but acknowledge the ers' Contest association of New York, damp "fling told roe they would us
logic. So it happened for instance, which, after "discussing this delivery eparingly next year.

k BETTER RACIkQ jUi,iOlUkii!i;iui
PIECE OF

PROGRAM

THE

1ST

001

ADVICE

acquiring a halo which adheres
tently.
In a few minutes more, leaving the afterward; it was fairly certain that a
with the
ship with his halting careful step, military company, originating
would succeed.
Chevalier Beaupre,
Francois Baw him kiss her cousinly
days later
yet it seemed not altogether coueinly And it succeeded. Threecordial
lf
sancand with that he was saying a word it was started with the
enthusiasm
the
and
of
fathers
the
tion
Chevalier
new
the
friend,
about "My
of course,
Beaupre," and the girl's quick hand- of the sons. Francois was,
the
and
responsible
the
in
her
moving
welcome
warm
spirit
the
and
clasp
work
CHAPTER II-- At
the aBe of ten Fran-too- voice of honey, made Francois feel as head, and Francois was hard at
you."
schoolhie
of
meets a stranper who Is astonished if a
old
lore
the
back
been
had
calling
place in her friendship
"Sabre de bois!" smiled Francois rawhen the boy tells him he may one day
books
Saint-Cy- r
and
at
reading
J1
a "marshal of France under another waiting for him always.
days
"The good idea! I can not
diantly.
all
iM&poleou."
military subjects.
Then, from back of her, from some- on tactics and
a
fellow more beautiful to be
imagine
one
"Henry," said Colonel Hampton
CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates where, towered suddenly a tall man,
I. Can you?"
a
than
captain
t&U nerve by
climbing a lofty church with large features, and firBt seized morning after breakfast at Roanoke
But Henry was altogether serious-mindedtateeple. This deed is witnessed by the
moto
a
to
want
"I
you
speak
"You will consent then?" he
atranger who marvels at the boy's same- Harry Hampton's hand and then House,
ness and asks him to visit, blra at turned to the stranger with the same ment in my study."
him. - "I did not think of it
at
threw
tthe Chateau.
Harry went calmly into the dim, till this morning, but I see it should
air of entire pleasure and hospitality.
its paneled
CHAPTER IV Francois visits General
"My nephew'e friend is welcome at pleasant, old room, with
at once. We shall all want
'Wie Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with
set Into the panel- be done
d
,Alixe, his
daughter, lives Roanoke house," he said, and Francois, walls and portraits
you, of course, and want nobody else."
uncle
his
what
of
no
fear
t the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire with his few words of English, under- ing; he had
Now Henry Hampton, not having
under Napoleon he fires the boy's
he was not merely the
with stories of hla campaigns stood enough to be warmed to the soul might say, for
of the question till this mornthought
tirlth the emperor.
at his first contact with southern hos- young nephew and ward living in hie
owner of ing, had no right to make this state- that Henry Hampton became captain
was
the
he
house
uncle's
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses pitality.
ment in a full round voice of certainty.
"Year after year epitball pitcher
tentatively" time and again ways1 and
lids possessions In a game of chance.
"It is my uncle, Colonel Hampton," most of the acres which made the Yet he knew every man in the com- of the Jefferson Troop, to the entire means for
and
Vanderbilt
have
been collapsing, but the defend
the
staging
Colonel
one.
Hampsatisfaction of all concerned.
plantation a great
CHAPTER VI The ' general offers Harry's voice was explaining.
Grand prize on the Long Island Park- ers of the delivery always had beea
treatment pany, and he felt in himself the force
his
in
to
that
ton
considered
his
of
Francois a home at the Chateau. The
not
hear
going
would
to answer for them. He answered
They
refuses to leave his parents, but In
of Harry, and Harry knew it well
way, an event which would undoubted- able to point to Walsa. as an examjoy
for them without a hesitation. And
'the end becomes copyist for the general Carnifax not for days, not for a
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
an
was
unspokit
ly attract the greatest crowd In motor ple of a pitcher being able to last
enough. Moreover,
And learns of the friendship between the month; why should he go at all?
face
Francois'
with
that
laughing
grew
had the
or
ceneral and Marquis Zappi, who cam- - Colonel
secret
that
to
Lucy
en
were
Harry
he
If
not even excepting the Indian though using It continuously.
asked.
history,
Mm
Hampton
grave. He pushed the letters from
paigned with the General under NapolChronic Constipation Cured
e
be only a year or two in Virginia, why right of strength over weakness in and got up and came across to the boy
"Walsh had a wonderful phyBlca
race, wound up by
apolis
"Five years ago I had the worst
with the head of the house. and bent and
eet
to
dealing
aljne
trouble
housekeeping
reli- makeup, and was able to withstand
up
arm
his
his
a
around
VTI
measly little
put
holding
CHAPTER
case
ever
Marquis Zappl and
I
chronic
of
with
sometimes
constipation
combined
.on, Pietro, arrive at the Chateau. The in that big house, when Roanoke house Obstinacy
new of, and. Chamberlain's Tablets ability run for touring cars of all the strain longer than the others who
general agrees to care for the Marquis' was here and in order, and only too weakness, it is true, but yet the two
cured
on while the former goes to America.
me," writes S. F. Fish, Brook classes and descriptions In the dead took up the fad, but the end came
that the
'
!
glad to keep him. So Francois for a youngsters understood clearly
lyn, Mich. For sale by all dealers.
of winter. Such is life in the big with lira aud suddenly. Walsh thinks
CHAPTER VIII Francois shows mark- week or two stayed. And found him- colonel was the head only by a graceAdv.
ed attention to Marquis Zappl because
be will come back next year.
cities.
he once saved the life of the general. self, shortly, a notability. Harry Hamp- ful fiction. So young Henry Hampton
coincidence Is pointed out
odd
The Marquis before leaving for America ton, hie boyish ambition for adventure felt no alarm at the quality of his
An
"l hope he will, but the record
"
the boy to be a friend of his son.
down in
,sks
westerners in this connection show no Instances of spitball heavers
and daring denied every personal out- uncle's tone. The colqnel sat
iJFrancois solemnly promises.
by
I
throne-likI
because of that accident in baby- the biggest chair, a chair
through citing that where racing is who have regained their form afte?
CHAPTER IX Francois goes to the let,
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
in its dignity; he faced the lad and
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappl dies hood which had started him in life
strongest, the A. A. A., or governing once breaking down."
his
of
end
I
the
at
leaving Pietro as a ward to the general.
lame, was as proud of his pulled importantly
hopelessly
'
is weakest, and vice versa. On
Pietro
body,
meet
and
a
Francois
Fergy says there is no doubt that
Allxe,
from the Austrian bird of mustache.
jStrange boy who proves to be Prince salvage
the west coast, where action is free- - the spitball delivery does impose a.
"This troop of cavalry about organXouis Napoleon. Francois saves his life. prey as if Francois' record had been
Indianapolis unions plan to estab est and most untrammelod, a majority much harder strain cn the arm thai
for ized?" he demanded.
CHAPTER X The general discovers his own. Much more frankly proud,
store.
lish a big
of events beins held under the aus- any other delivery in general use.
"Well, that's rather a big name for
T"ranoo1s loves Alixe, and extracts promhe could talk about it, and did. Alixe
Eighty-thre- e
ise from him that he will not interfere had told him a great deal, and the it, Uncle Henry, but it is going like a
thousand men and wo pices of the W. A. A., racing is at
"Take my own case," he says.
between the girl and Pietro.
junior. "We
men hold membership m uoston its pinnacle, while in the middle- - "Once I had as good an arm as ar.K
episode of the headlong rescue of streak," answered Henry, tomorrow
I
Is a prisCHAPTER
Prince Louis Napoleon, the capture meet again today, and
is as pitcher needs. Finally it went baclc
trade unions.
west, where
oner of the Austrl&ns for five years, In and
we ehall begin business."
theatrical
think
final
and
imprisonment
excell
in
barbers
the castle owned by Pietro In Italy. He
in
likewlso
are
Philadelphia
on me, but by cultivating a slow ball
Organized
serted,
things
"1 approve of it," Colonel Hampton
discovers In his guard one of Pletro's old escape, went like wild fire about the
are agitating for an 8 p. m. closing ent shape, as attested by Elgin and I got by for several seasons and
family servants and through him sends
rothe
stated.
all
etirred
and
countryside,
'word to his friends of his plight.
"
time.,
southernIndianapolis.
thought I would for several more-Bmance of the
Harry bowed his head gravely. The
In
so
CHAPTER XV The general. Allxe and ers.
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on.
victory
sweeping
hero
went
spends
The
fact
the
that
colonel
wanted
I was persuaded to take up the
house
Every
Pietro hear from Francois and plan his
and appropriate
"It is a well-brethe recent general elections in New much of Its time on good roads work spitball, and, though I had good sucrescue.
break bread, and under young Harry's
went gladly to method of amusement. A gentleman
South Wales.
and so little on contests Is deeply de- cess with it for one season, it kllletS
CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest proud wing Francois
of the Austrian governor of the castle meet all these friends, of his frend. should know something of military afThe annual convention of the Ken plored. It is stated that the only in- my arm completely in less than flvt
prison lnHpects the Interior of the wine As the general had said years ago, faire.
But ah the ranking and
cellar of the Zappls.
tucky state federation of labor will terest evidenced! Iby the governing months.
his simplicity struck the finest note ah arrangements? Such details are He Flapped It Open Before Harry's meet in Frankfort next week.
"It Is merely a matter of physic.
body is that manifested in the box
CHAPTER XVII Francois receives a
morenot unlikely with gentlemen of the
note from Pietro explaining In detail how of sophisticated high breeding;
Eyes.
most
have
to
the
eaid
is
Denmark
high-breare
as
all
except
office, on the day of a contest As endurance with ail of them. Soonc
first families,
you
to escape from his prison. He starts and over, he had lived with
of this is or later it gets every ball player th;
reaches the wine cellar.
people in more than one country; the one to crystallize into a later impor- shoulder as he sat still and stiff comprehensive system of unemploy particularly eloquent
in
the
been
who
ment
has
f
man
were
insurance
of
tance.
The
friend
of
any
country
his
of
Ralph de takes it lip. If Mathewsoa had taker
cited
delighted
the
aristocrats
French
These
to
experience
Virginia
ways
CHAPTER
Italy
goes
to Pietro. He. nat an inter-- , with his- - young nobleman, as they leader of this company of very young pleased Henry immensely, but they Europe-.two
after up the spitball when it first came h
who
years
Palma,
today,'
nearview with Alixe before leaving and
thought him with his charm of man men will not unlikely be the man also petrified him with embarrasslabor fn Michigan will the accident, la forced to bring suit t use, he would have been out oi"
ly reveals his love for her.
Organized
in
affairs
ah
ner and his stirring history, with the thought of as a leader
ment. Francois was not in the least attempt to have a law passed re
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
against the Milwaukee Dealers' con the game years ago. I heard Walr r
come. May I embarrassed.
He patted the broad
the escape of her son I,ouis Napoleon by lines of suffering still in his thin face of greater moment to
eight-hou- r
state
on
all
an
day
test association for prize money that Johnson eay he would quit the game
quiring
disguising him and Marquis Zappi as her and the broad lock of gray the badge inquire who is the captain?"
young shoulder affectionately.
work.
him a couple of months in the before he would resort to this killing
cost
lackeys.
looked
troubled,
in
dark
his
bair;
of that suffering
Henry Hampton
My good Henry," he said gently.
During the year just closed the hospital and nearly saw his finish. delivery. ,
CHAPTER
takes Mar- with the quaint foreign accent too, and impatient
What a loyal heart and what a reck
quis Zappl's place, who is III, In the the unexpectedness in. the turns of
of Carpenters The A. A. A., though exacting sanc"Why, nobody yet, Uncle Henry. We less one! How then can you answer United Brotherhood
"As I look at it, the sprtbail is poii-ul- ar
scape of Hortense and Tamils. Dressed
s Louis' brother Francois
have not got to that. But, of course, for all those messieurs?"
lures the his rapidly increasing English.
and Joiners paid out $3500,000 in tion money from the promoters, and
because by using it pitchers
Austrians from the hotel allowing the
And now he had left Roanoke, and the Chevalier"
Harry flung up his head and began death benefits.
fee from the drivers, has
a
Prince and his mother to escape.
registry
with usung their brains1 to
Colonel Hampton interrupted him.
was living in the great old house on
They will If they do not I shall make
Recommendations for Increased never lifted a hand to help him. In some extent, but in the long rim it
'Continued From Saturday)
Pietro's land, the old house which had "Exactly. I thought so. That is what them" but Francois stopped the bold
wages for employes of the govern view of such conditions, it is held to Is a losing1 game, as any one familiar
Ween lived in a hundred years before I wish to avoid. The Chevalier must words.
ment
printing office aggregating f S3,- be email wonder that affairs in the with the careers of the leading exold
not be the captain."
Pietro's father had bought it, the
No," he said .quietly yet with a
CHAPTER XX.
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"Exactly. But you must not have they will treat me with honor; they in Norway providing unemployment
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something
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a
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whose rank Francois, eeem his good friends. "But, system covers 60;000 workers anJl case of Walter Runyan, a prominent each fall. Last year he had a brok
slaves
a
the
fascinated
battle
into
person
heart
by
a
feel
for en
its mouth. And up and up and up the who fell to his unaccustomed manage is not above that of our. own servfarmer and republican
finger that he nursed most of themy Henry, I will not be ttte captain, 6,000 permanent employes.
who
condi
bright river, the narrowing river, be- ment. He had met Henry Clay and ants?"
ago,
a
state
of
yaar
account
not,
On
the
congested
have
If
the
legislature
of
winter. He has now just gone
I have thought
that, you
tween ite low green banks, with now
of Virginia as
Led Into battle!" Young Henry Look here."
tion of labor on the Canadian Pacific was arra ned in the Monrgomery through an operation for removal of
and again a glimpse of a large house the proud aristocrats
corn
a
into
the
"Led
them
and
and
men
to
women,
and
desk
the
given
swune
slipped
shortly.
and the Hindu question, the county court I f re today (' st.ind a growth in his nosa The surgeons?,
Ha
coast
laughed
and of gardens and lawns green with
of himself; he met these thick- - field is more like it." And then his out a drawer, and had a long folded government of British Columbia has trial on a charge of first degree mur- announce that
best
sailed
as
one
past.
June,
they did their job wrf2
black people no glance fired. "Moreover, Uncle Henry, paper in his hands, He flapped it
lipped,
'
an. order prohbitlng un- der. Runyan Is accused of having and have sent Kelly to bis home to
promulgated
Harry Hampton told Francois who otherwise, and gave them the same. if there were battle in the case, we onnn
before Harry's eyes. It was a
into the province shot and killed Arlia W. Stull at the Collinsville, 111., assuring him that h
Bived In them as they went by Har- truth in him the first should all count ourselves lucky to be formal notice to Mr. Henry Hampton til March 31 entry
eartrisons and Carters and Byrds and Ran By the crystal
be will be all right next year.
Runyan home, near Waynetown,
had been vanquished, and it happened led bv a hero."
the Jefferson troop of Vir of all artisans and laborers.
that
junior,
strange-soundindifficult,
idolphs
labor in Washington, ly last November.
other human
these
"A hero!" Colonel Hampton sninea. ginia had elected him as its captain.
with
not
Organized
differently
English names In the ear of the
Pietro's mishandled property "A mere French peasant by his own
HEADS COMMERCt ASSOCIATION
Harry flushed violently ana nis D. C, Is making arrangements to give
Frenchman. Young Mr. Hampton knew beings.
Fran account. Of course, I have received mouth quivered with pleasure, with a big dinner In that city on January
month
mouth;
by
DR. HYDE'S FOURTH TRIAL
orderly
grew
New Orleans, Jan. 12. JuJgo T. F.
itaem all; it seemed; many of them
the saddle most of the time, him, because of your infatuation for nervousness, with unhapplness. The 27 in honor of Samuel Gompers, presKansas City, Jan. lZ. The case of Freeman, general counsel for th
were hie cousins; Francois listened, cois, infrom
end to end of the planta- him. And the young man has qualiwatched him eagerly. All this ident of the American Federation of Dr. B. Clarke Hyde, who Is accused Texas & Pacific railroad and presi
IBurprised, interested, to the word pic- ridingfound his hands full and hia work ties. He has been a success socially, other
tion,
of the troop he had done to
affair
Thomas H. dent of the International & Great
tare which the Virginian unconscious
and I will not deny. I am quite surprised give pleasure to Harry Hampton, his Labor, on the occasion of his sixty- of the murder of Colonel
interesting, and his health
he
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of
talked
every-daphilanthropist,
millionaire
drew,
hap.
a
ly
Northern railroad, was chosen presiSwope,
coming back though that by his success. But when it comes to friend. It was the only way in which fourth birthday anniversary.
penlngs, of a society and a way of liv- strength
International Bricklayers, Ma-- in 1909, came up in court today for dent of the New Orleans Association
him in a position above men the lame boy could bo on equal terms
was a slower progress.
The
putting
the
ling quite different from any
The people who do most are likely of birth, my blood revolts. I request with the other boys, and Francois had erinm and Plasterers' Union, which trial. This will be the fourth trial of Commerce at the annual elecloa
IFrenchman had ever heard of.
to
be the people who can do a thing you, Henry, to use your influence determined from the first that every has its headquarters' in Indianapolis, of the case, which has attracted wide of that body today, Edgar B. Stem
With that they were in sight of more. Younc
At his was elected vice
Henry Hampton, ruled against this. I can not endure to have joy which could be gleaned out o ia
president.
Roanoke house one might see the
reported to have set aside a fund attention for several years.
him give you commands. You should be it he should have. To be the captain
found
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trial
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first
roofs of the buildings
of
fine
social
posi
the captain, because your
ought to be a joy.
sentenced to life imprisonment.
a movement now
A. P. Sovey, general president ot
iHarry Hampton pointed it out with a
tion has made the enterprise possible,
"I!" Harry cried and then was silent membership againstsubstitution of con- and second trial resulted in a mis
touch of excitement in his grave man
The
if your misfortune if some
the Bookbinders' International TJiilos,
under way for the
"But
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A painful color it can not be!"
other seems more
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"Can not be?" demanded Francois ing construction.
disagreement.
quarters offices in Indianapolis after
lend in the stream, and as they turned
gathered. The colonel went on. "I "Why not?"
or averting strikes
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purpose
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It the large silvery green slope of the
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should make no objection to that. But"
There was a moment's silence and in Massachusetts in 1914, the state THIRD TRIAL OF
rcurw
lawn lay before them, with its long
reported that the working condition
again ha pulled at the corners of hie with a painful effort the words came,
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and arbitration
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use
present time.
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And Francois cried out, "Henry all
quest you
cargo from England.
to prevent this parvenu from that is nonsense! What of it? It is and employes, directing their atten- charged with the murder of Paul
lutely
"It is the Sea Lady" called young
being placed over you."
a thing you do as well as the best
tion to the laws provided for their Strange, a white man, near Marshall
"Today" has passed its one huniHamnton.
"She is in before us and
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the
hand
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such
a
put
such
strikes or in 1911. faced trial here today. Sneed's dredth, performance in New York.
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in
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use
she sailed so long after."
table beside him and lifting himself hands as you? Why not then, I de
and- pointing out to them first trial was held in Marshall about
He made a quick movement forward
with that aid stood before his uncle. mand?" And went on. "It is settled lockouts,is a
a disit
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duty they owe the public two years ago and ended in
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Henry and I am your right
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your
in
the
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case
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up
lawn, negroes
Uncle Henry, to do anything of the whenever you need me."
Although the recent referendum lence. The second trial of the
The Taliaferro sisters are app";
women in bright-coloreturbans, men
As you
kind. I am not in question.
said Harry, dazed, "it is really vote of the membership of the Brick was held here, and as at the first
"But,"
log In a new comedy called "Yc.ui
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say, I have a misfortune. I shall use your place; don t you want to be capMasons' and plasterers' Inter trial, the jury failed to roach a ver- Wisdom."
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tying
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CHAPTER I Francoi
Beaupre,
peasant babe of three years, after an
fimuBlng Incident In which Marshal Ney
(figures, Is made a Chevalier of France
iby the Emperor NapoU.on, In the home
the lad's parents In the village of
France, where the emperor had briefly stopped to hold a council of war.
that the boy might
xne dayprophesied
be a marshal of France under
iaootber Bonaparte.
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Adv.

"THE AMATEUR HIGHWAYMAN"
Comedy Solax.
"THE HOUSE IN THE TREE" Drama Majestic.
"LAWYER, DOG AND BABY" Comedy Thanhouser.

The W. C. T. U. will meet with
Mrs. Shank tomorrow afternoon at 3
o'clock.

Buy It Because It's a

Mrs. Erie Choate, teacher of vocal
music, la now established In Miss
Shumate's Studio on the Plaza. Adv.

OPERETTA TO

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rya, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you.
Lobby, of course. Adv.

)

NAVAJO BLAQKEIS

'

ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
ssortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
rJ
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

i

on (he market today, for the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue. We in
vite inspection and will gladly demonstrate thef merits of
the car at any time.

'

L

The E. Romero Hose and Fire company was called to O. Maloof's store
early yesterday morning to extinguish
a small blaze. No damage was done
by the fire, which was in the Maloof
building ou Mdge street.

A special train carrying a troupe
of the American Biograph Motion" Picture company passed through Las
Vegas early this morning on the way
from Chicago to California, where it
will engage in outdoor work.
The
train consisted of eight cars.

II. B. HUBBARD, Agent
417 Railroad Avenue!
332m1

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE

I have reopened my c'ass for piano
instruction and will accommodate
only a limited number of pupils. Rates
are $1 per lesson or 75c each for two
half-hou-r
Mrs.
lessons a week.
Charles Kohn, phone Main 226. Residence 414 Tenth street Adv.
The will of the late Mrs. Charles
F. Rudulph. has been filed for probate with Deputy Probate Clerk William B. Stapp. John Rudulph, a son,
is named as executor. The property,
which consists of real estate and personal property, is divided among Mrs.
Rudulph's several children.

the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must use the best flour

and that is undoubtedly
Our Pride brand. Ask
any one who has tried it
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

Roseuwald lodge tonight for the purpose of installing the oewly elected
officers and also for initiating several candidates. Charles Greenclajy,
secretary.

Chester A. Hunker, Jr., the infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Hun
ker, was christened yesterday after
noon in the Church of Our Lady of
Sorrows.
The little one was born
last October. His father is deputy
district attorney.

THE GREATEST CAR

stst

zier.
Two years ago a production similar
B. T. Plowman, district manager
to
the one to be given, nexi month
for the Harvey houses, has recovered
to a large extent from ii!s illness. was given and met with huge success,
He left today for a short trip south, being one of the best local talent
ever staged here. The
Mr. Plowman has been seriously ill
membership of girls in the High
for the past few weeks.
schobl this year includes a number
There will be a meeting of J. E. of young ladies with excellent voices,

The Las Vegas lodge of the Elks
will meet tmorrow night in its first
regular session for this year. A
busy evening is expected, as there are
several applications to be presented
and a number to be balloted upon.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

".

The Las Vegas loage of the
Order of Odd Fellows will
hold its annual installation of officers
tonight in the . Odi Fellows' hall on
Sixth street. Following the installation a banquet will be served. All
members of the Las Vegas lodge and
visiting Odd Fellows are invited to be
Inde-ende-

PH,?,NE

present

an

wr

At

fcs lic:.:J

t!

ti LA Mkril

EalMo

'

'

Peaches
Pears
Prunes
Loganberries
Currants

.

Raisins
Majestic Rrand Apples
'

siiL

u.nai

li iJilw'l.iU

Figs ami Dates

UU,

S. M. Graham, traveling inspector

for the Canadian Pacific railway, in
the department of natural resources,
this morning made arrangements for

a lecture to be given in Las

FRESH ' EVAPORATED FRUITS
Apricots

ON

FEBRUARY 6 IS THE DATE SET
FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL'S
The Ladies League Qf the PresbyPLAYLtf
terian church will meet tomorrow
afternoon with Mrs. M. R. Williams,
Rufus Mead, superintendent of the
714 Columbia avenue.
All members
schools, this morning announced
city
are requested to be present
that the operetta to be given by the
There will be a meeting of the girls of the High school will occur
local order of the Modem Woodmen in the Duncan opera house on Feb
of America this evening. All mem- ruary 6. The title is "The. Egyptian
bers are requested to be present., Sev- Princess." The production will be
under the direction of MlssCbell Cro
eral candidates will be initiated.

Store

illUilL
T7"

ZJt

Vegas

and under capable training, they will
be in positionto render the best of
singing parts when the production is
staged next month.
,

Santiago Crespin died last night at
near the Las Vegas hospital,
at the ripe age of 60 years. He is
survived by a wife and four sons. The
funeral services are to be held
his home

The hunting licenses for the year
have been recurved and are on
sale. The licenses should be obtained
1914

at once and all hunters are advised
to take notice. John Harris, Jr., has
a supply which may be obtained at
the Peoples Bank and Trust company.
Mr. Harris is a deputy game warden.

Four marriage licenses were issued
Saturday afternoon at ' the court
house. Those made happy were Mari
ano Gutierrez, aged 23, and Esther
Martinez, aged 25, both of Las Vegas;
Adelaido Mondragon, aged 24, of Los
Conchas, and Floripa Lopez, aged 21,
of Las Vegas; Fernando Martinez,
aged 21 of Las Vegas, and Amelia
Sena, aged 19, of East Las Vegas;
Benjamin Martinez, aged 19, and
Tenorio, aged 17, both, of
Las Vegas. Two couples received licenses this morning. They are
Gonzales,
aged 19; and
Nleves Dominguez, aged 17, both of
San Antonio, N. M.; Caterina
aged 18, and Esequiel Gonzales, aged 21, both of San Geronimo.
o

NEW

PREACHER

Model T Touring $615

STRANGE MA

Kill

There will be a meeting of the
Fraternal Brotherhood this evening
at the O. R. C. hall. All members are
requested to be present.

Better Car

BE LAD HELD UP BY

GIVEN NEXT

Athe

UBJ

HI

.

BRIDGE STREET

Try a dram of Old Tayior Bourbon

at the Opera Bar.

II

MUTUAL MOVIES

o'clock this evening.

CALLED

PAUL

Fully Equipped

HEM

Cars on Display at Our Garage

SHURMAN
SAYS HORSERODE UP AND MADE
HIM DISGORGE MONEY

Let Us Show You

MAN

Pafll, Shurman, a lad of about 15
years of age, told the pollca Saturday
evening that he "had been hell up on
the mesa east of this city between .

and 5 o'clock and relieved of $15.
The county officials were notified,
but up to late this' afternoon no
hati been, made. ," "
'""According' to the boy he was approached by a man on horseback in
one of the curves of the road leading up to the top of the mesa, and at
the point of a gun was forced to give
the man hia purse, which, contained
$15 in bills. The strange man rode
rapidly away, and Shurman came to
the city and notified the officers.
Shurman had been in Las Vegas
only a short time before he was
robbed. He came here from El Paso
and was on his way to Denver, wbera
his mother Is located.
Saturday afternoon about 3 o'clcck
Shurman appeared at t,u-- ticket of-- :
fice at the Santa Fe station and in-- ;
quired the price of a ticket to Denver. Upon being informed, he counted his money, which, he says, totaled
$15 in bills and silver amounting to
nearly five dollars. He informed the
ticket agent that he would return in
the evening and purchase the ticket.
Before leaving the station Shurman'
man
was informed by a traveling
that he could obtain work at a ranch
just over the mesa. The boy, find
ing that he would have time to make
the trip, etarted to walk up the road
and was robbed before he reached the
crest of the hill, according to his
story.
The supposition of the police is
that the person who robbed the boy
saw him display the bills at the station and also heard the advice given
by the traveling man, and at once
mounted his horse and rode to the
mesa, where he later held up the lad.
The officers are working on the
case and may effect an arrest, though
they have little clew on which to
operate. Shurman left last night for
Springer, where he formerly was employed on a ranch, and intends to
work there until he obtains money
'
enough to go to Denver.
"ar-reirt- rf

"
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CHRISTIAN ClillKCII

At ai recent meeting of the members of the First Baptist 'church the
ELECTS OFFICERS
congregation decided to call Rev. J.
(Milton Harris of Shingle House, Pa.,
as pastor. The call was extended ELDERS, DEACONS AND DEACONESSES FOR COMING YEAR
to Mr.' Harris, who, it is understood
ARE CHOSEN
will "accept He comes to this community highly recommended.. Rev.
The Firat Christian church elected
Mr; Harris will take the place of
Rev. N. B. Green, who resigned some new officers yesterday at the close of
the morning service. The following
time ago.
were elected: Elders, J. M. Bentley,
and7 Earl Showalter; deacons, A. J.
F. M. LYON RESIGNS
j
'F. M..Lyon yesterday resigned his Gerard, L. L" Brown Harvey Brown,
position as advertising manager and D. L. Batchelor, Edward Lewis, and
decorator for the E. Rosenwald and Burr Faunce; deaconesses, Mrs. S. E.
Son department store on the Plaza. Lumpkins, Mrs. A. J. Gerard and
Mr. Lyon has been with the firm for Mrs. W. E. Eastman.
These officers will meet tonight at
several years and has made it a
beauty spot through his handsome the home of L. L. Brown for organiwindow and Interior decorations. Mr. zation and to attend to some imporLyon said today that ho probably will tant business for the church.
remain in Las Vegas, ttough he has
Interesting offers from ono or two
other cities. Ho is not ready as yet SLAPS HIS WIFE
to announce his plans.
;

on March 4 In regard to the lands in
Canada. The lecture will be delivC. H. BRISTOL HERE
ered by L. O. Armstrong, who is conC. H. Bristol, superintendent of the
nected with the publicity department
ol the Canadian Pacific railway, and Santa Fe Railway company's division,
with headquarters in Pueblo, Colo.,
will occur at the Browne theater.
raked through Las Vegas this afterDean Frank Carroon of the New noon in his private business ;ar on
Mexico
Normal TJntversity, accom- his way from Amarilio, Texas, to his
panied by Professor Francia E. Kelly, home. Mr. Bristol is returning from
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday with a meeting of railroad officials for the
lis Ford automobile belonging to Mr. purpose of reducing expenses on the
Carroon, which has been marooned Santa Fe lines.
Mr. Bristol is weh known in Las
at Santa Fe for the past several
months. Mr. Carroon, with a party Vegas. He resided here a number of
or local people, started from Las years. During his residence here he
W.as to attend the teachers' conven- was employed as chief dispatcher and
tion at Albuquerque several months in several other capacities and was
aso, but was detained at Santa Fe popular and well littea by the railroad
cn account of the stubborness of the mftn. Mr. Bristol haa held the posiautomobile. He did not bring the car tion at Pueblo for several years and
back until yesterday.
is equally
popular there.

The Las Vegas Ford Sales Co.

AND

ISTINED
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ARRESTED
4 GONZALES
UPON COMPLAINT OF LOV-INPARTNER

ALEJIO

G

Alejio Gonza'les was arrested this
morning by Chief of Police Ben Coles
upon complaint of Gonzales' wife,
who stated that her husband had
slapped and otherwise mistreated her.
Gonzales was brought before Judge
D. R. Murray this morning and was
fined $10.
The offense is one that can be
punished by long imprisonment and
a big fine should the wife care to
bring drastic action against her hus
band, and doubtless if all men were
versed in. this law they would be less
apt to treat their partners with vio- -

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
H
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaUet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF. LAS VEGAS. N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided

In every department
are prepared

Profit, 525,000.

of Banking we
to give the best of service

interest Paid cn Tints Deposit
lence. In these days of woman's suf
frage agitation and female independence man is safer if he refrains from
chastising his spouse, according to
Judge D. R, Murray, who possibly
has noticed more cases or this kind
than any other man in the city.
Guadalupe Montoya wa arrested
last night by Officer E.
Ward upon
complaint of Jose I Bustos, and was
given 100 days in the county jail by
Judge Murray this morning. The
complainant stated that Montoya had
assaulted him. Should-- it be necessary, another complaint is hanging
over Montoya for resisting an officer,
and at the expiration of this term he
may b resentenced.
,

JACK HOEFFLH, A
MIt

n

M

a

IHUIHIMUMN,

HERE

HE IS A COUSIN OF JACK
WHOM HE VISITS IN
LAS VkAS

LAU-BAC-

Jack Hoeffler, one of 'the leadins
theatrical men of the country and
known all over the Tjnited States,
was a visitor in Las Vegas
today with
his wife and son on the way to California, where he will tour for soma
time and later go to Houston, Texas,.
Mr. Hoeffler is a cousin of Jack Lau-baof this city, and was Mr.
guest during his stay here.
In theatrical work Mr. Hoeffler haa
controlled or worked In practically
every department ana has been th
proprietor of a number of large theaters. He recently sold two theaters
in Torre Haute, Ind., which controlled
the entire theatrical business in that,
city. Mr. Hoeffler Is now negotiating;
for the construction of a $600,000-theatein Houston, Texas, and may
build it, though no definite plans
have been made.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoeffler will leav$
h
this evening for California,
ch

GOOD SHOW

COMING

Lau-bac-

None should miss seeing the leading dramatic success of the year,
when "A Girl of the Underworld" is
presented at the Duncan opera house
Wednesday night by a splendid company of players. A beautiful story of
New York life, which holds the audience interested from the rise to the
fall of the final curtain is promised.
The scene in the third act between
"Jim Morris," the confidence man and
"Mills," a plain clothe detective, is
a wonderful piece of acting. The situation is so tense, that for two minutes not a word is npoken, yet the
situation holds the audience in breath;
BRICKLAYERS
IN SESSION
less silence. It is a fine play well
Houston, Tex., Jan. 12. The bienworth seeing.
nial convention of the Bricklayers,
Masons and Plasterera' International
union began its sessions here today
FATHER I1ABEYB0LLE
with delegates in attendance reprethe 90,000 members of the orTANGO senting
ganization throughout the United
States and Canada. One of the most
v
PRIEST SAYS CATHOLIC PEOPLE important matters to come before th
SHOULD AVOID THE "NEW"
convention Is the proposal to affiliate
DANCES
with the American Federation of La
bor. A recent referendum rote of tho
Rev. Father Adrian
Rabeyrolle, membership of the union was overpastjor of the Churchy of the Immac- whelmingly aaginst affiliation, but it-i- s
ulate Conception, roundly condemned
believed possible that this decision
the
"new" dances in a ser- may be reversed when the matter
the 10 o'clock mass yesterday.
mon,
to a vote in tue convention.
Father Rabeyrolle said the new
dances, such as the tango and the KENTUCKY LABOR
FEDERATION
"rag," are immodest and should, be
Jan. 12. A large
Ky.,
Frankfort,
frowned upon by Catholics, as well
as all other people who are striving and representative attendance marked
the opening here today of the anfor the betterment of the world. The
nual convention of the Kentucky
priest urged his people not to engage State Federation of
Labor. In addiin such dances and to refuse to attion to transacting a large amount of
tend affairs where such dances were
routine business the convention will
practiced.
Its attention to the proposed
Father Rabeyrolle said the church give
amendment to the child labor law,
hasi always regarded the dance with
the workmen's compensation act and
more or less suspicron, but has Wed
other measures of importance
to hedge it about with safeguards several
to the working classes that are to
He BrJJ ),a was
for the innocent
come before the legislature now In
not alone in condemning iu; rags
session.
and the tango, as bishops and priests
all over the warld are pursuing the
same course.
Subscribe for The Optic
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